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Nonprofit organizations are increasingly the service providers of social marketing 
programs which once were almost exclusively govemment fimded. For support, 
however, they must draw upon a Literature which does not weil understand what the 
impact of business methodologies such as marketing will have on organi;rations whose 
rationale is to manage conflicts of interest. The research utilizes a typology of nonprofit 
organizations based on the dimensions of &ce and control to test the applicability of 
the marketing orientation in a survey of 270 nonprofit organhtions. Con- to 
marketing orientation theory, the orga-tions did not exhibit any of the three marketing 
orientation components. Instead al1 the four types exhïbited the same needs awareness 
component. The finding suggests that these organiations understand their end-users but 
do not focus on satiswg their needs in the way that market-oriented businesses do 
because of the presence of confiicts of interest. Validation for the ~rpology waç found. 
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1.0 Introduction 

A combination of social and economic factors has created a new force in the Canadian 

econorny which is destined to have a si@cant impact on o u  society. The nonprofit 

sector - the economic ugly duckling - is becoming a swan. Yet even as academics, 

politicians, think tanks and the media struggle to understand the sector and explain its 

rise, nonprofit organi7ations find themselves faced with a daunting challenge: how to 

respond to the rising demand for services with fewer resources in a manner which 

satisfies a more criticai public. 

To deal with this challenge, nonprofits are increasingly hirning to business methodologies 

such as marketing to increase the5 revenues (Rados 198 1 ; Kotler 1982; Andreasen 1982). 

Reciprocally. marketing consultants and scholars have urged nonprofits to adopt a 

particular marketing methodology, the marketing orientation, to improve cash flow and 

increase market share (McLeish 1 995; Kotler 1 982; Rados 1 98 1 ; Andreasen 1 982). 

Nonprofits, however, are not businesses (Drucker 1978, 1990) and moreover, dBer 

fimciamentally among themselves (Hansmann 1980, 1996). Therefore, it is important to 

understand the impact of the adoption of a customer-focused, profit-orïented 

methodology such as the marketing orientation on various types of nonprofit 

orgarüzations. 



2.0 Literature Review 

This review begins with a section devoted to an exarnination of the nonprofit sector itself: 

its size and the services it deiivers. Next, the review provides a rationale for a typology 

of nonprofits. Using a typology to assess the impact of business methodologies allows 

for more usefd conclusions than if no a m p t  were made to differentiate these 

organizations. Finally, because marketing is an applied social science predicated on the 

neo-classical economic concept of exchange and because neo-classical theory has 

difficulty accommodating the types of activities and exchanges engaged in by nonprofit 

organimtions (Gassler 1986) the next sections are devoted to an examination of various 

economic theones which attempt to explain the role of nonprofit organkations in the 

modem economy. 

Foilowing these sections, a brief survey of the evolution of marketing theory is provided 

to establish the background to the marketing orientation concept and to give some basic 

defhitions. Nonprofit organizations are, ovenvhelmuigly, service providers, so the 

sections which follow discuss the pros and cons of the marketing orientation as applied to 

service businesses. Finally, in light of the above, that is the theoretical limitations 

inherent in the direct application of business methodologies to non-businesses, the 

significant ways that nonprofits differ among themselves and the difficulties which occur 

when the marketing concept is applied to service businesses, the review assesses the 

degree to which the marketing management advice provided to nonprofits addresses these 



The research questions follow directly fiom the considerations raised by these issues: is a 

marketing orientation appropriate for any type of nonprofit? If appropriate for some, 

which ones? 

2.1 The Nonprofit Sector 

In addition to the market and govemment sectors in the modem economy, a third exists 

which is not well understood either in terms of its size, its economic bc t ions  or its 

rationale. This third locus of quasi-economic activity is usudly called the nonprofit 

sector, although, as wiil becorne apparent, there are as many names for the sector as there 

are proponents of its place in the economy. In fact, the phrase "nonprofit sector" is used 

only as a shorthand term in this review for the economic hct ions  which nonprofit 

organizations carry out: if should not be comtrued as suggesMg an analogue to the 

business and government sectors either in the type of activity carried on by nonprofit 

organizations or their legai and £inancial foundations. 

This nonprofit sector is comprised of institutions which deliver most of the high-profile 

human services on which Canadians depend: education, hospital are, performing arts, 

mwums, daycare, nursing homes, welfare agencies and research consortia In addition, 

the sector contains those organizations which address the affiliate needs of Canadians: 

professional orgmizaiions, churches, social clubs and groups devoted to causes. A few 

examples will illustrate the extent of the diversisr: Children's Aid Societies, homes for 

the aged, Meais on Wheels, shelters for battered women, the John Howard Society, 



CANARIE (high-tech research), the Hospital for Sick Children, Canadian Red Cross, St. 

John Ambulance, Carleton University, Boy Scouts, Savoy Society (Gilbert and Sullivan 

Operettas), REAL Women, Mothers Against Drunk Dnving, The Royal Canadian 

Legion, the Canadian Bar Association and the Imperia1 Order of the Daughters of the 

Empire. 

What ail of these organkations have in cornmon and what is meant by the term 

'nonprofit' is that any surplus (excess of revenues over expenses) which is generated 

may not be distributed to those who control the organization such as its members, 

officers, directors or trustees. Profits must be re-invested into the programs and senices 

the organization was set up to provide. Consequently, because of this 'hondistribution" 

constraint, a nonprofit has no owners - no group who both controls the operation and 

shares the residual eamings (Hammam 1996). 

Estimates of the size of the nonprofit sector in Canada Vary considerably. Where some 

researchers believe as many as 200,000 registered charitable and other nonprofit 

organizations exist in Canada (CPRN, 1997, p.39, others anive at a lower figure of 

139,000 (Bryden, 1996). The reason for such a range of estimates has to do with the 

reporting requirements of Revenue Canada, the primary source of data on nonprofit 

organkations. Revenue Canada requires d registered charities to submit an annuai 

idormation r e m  ç1~010). In order to register as a charity, an organization must 

provide benefits which fit five charitable categones developed nom the common Iaw: 

heaith, the relief of poverty, the advancement of religion, the advancement of education 



and ""other purposes of a charitable nature beneficial to the communify as a whole" (CCP, 

1994 p. 4-5). 

In addition to charities, Revenue Canada also require dl "other nonprofit organ.izations" 

whose revenues exceed $10,000 or with total assets in excess of $200,000 or who filed 

the previous year to file a Tl044 information retum (Day and Devlin 1997). Since there 

is "no way to ver@ that all relevant orga-tions are indeed fiiing.. .it wouid appear that 

available Revenue Canada data are only capturing a small subset of the noncharitable 

nonprofit sector" (Day and Devlin 1997, p.62). Noting that only 4,490 noncharitable 

nonprofits filed returns in 1994, these authors comment that %e count obtained using 

Revenue Canada data M e r s  by orders of magnitude fiom what one might expect on the 

basis of other evidence" @ay and Devlin 1997, p.63). 

With respect to the nonprofits which can be measured, i.e. charities, the Canadian Centre 

for Philanthropy (CCP) published in 1994 what it descnbed as an "important first sep" in 

documenting the size, scope and fkancing of registered charities in Canada (CCP, 1994). 

Their "admittedly flawed" statistics indicated that Canada's 70,000 registered charities 

accounted for $86 biliion in expenditures (equivalent to 13% of the Gross Domestic 

Product) and employed 9% of the labour force in Canada - two thirds of whom worked 

full time (CCP, 1994). Similar difficulties exist in detennining the size of what has k e n  

variously called the independent, the voluntary, the third and the civic sector in other 

western democracies (Weisbrod, 198 8; Gidron, Kramer and Salamon, eds. 1992). 



What is not in dispute is that the sector is growing rapidly (Rose-Ackerman,l996; Ware 

1989; CCP 1994; Day and Devlin, 1997). In the United States, where midies are an 

ind- in its own right (Campbell, 1993), the size of the nonprofit sector tripled over a 

twenty year span (Weisbrod, 1988). In Canada, from 1969 to 1996, the number of 

charities doubled (CPRN, 1997) with 25% of the inaease in the last five years (Bryden, 

1996). Changes in the Income Tax Act to encourage donations by the public and the 

increasing dependence of govemments on charïties to deliver necessary public services 

(Dorningue 1996) have created conditions conducive to the growth of these organizations 

(Hansmann 1980; Gassler 1986; Campbell 1993). 

The nonprofit sector, unlike the government and market sectors of the economy, has a 

plethora of names: nonprofit, not-for-profif voluntary, intemediate, civic, voluntary, 

third, independent, and the commons. Researchers have commented that this varied 

nomenclature reflects attempts by the disciplines interested in the sector to map out the 

research agenda fiom their particdar vantage point (Scott 1997). The existence of so 

many temis is considered evidence in itself that the nonprofit o r g h t i o n  is, despite the 

long tradition of charity on which it stands and the existence of prior, analogous forms, 

actually a new economic form for which researchen have not yet Mly developed a 

rat iode (BiUis 1992; Gassler 1986). 



2.2 Types of Nonprofits 

Nonprofit organizations are not all alike, in the way that businesses are'. Some, such as 

religious groups rely almost exclusively on donations, others utilize an extensive cadre of 

volmteer workers, others draw fiom businesses for capital with which to conduct basic 

research. and yet others deliver what are essentially govemment programs through 

government contracts. These considerable, hdamental differences in inputs and assets 

(fuading, tax exemptions, labour, capital etc.) among nonprofit organhtions mean that 

research into the various issues raised by the presence of nonprofits e-g. their outputs, 

their utilization of inputs, the valuation of volunteer labour and so forth, in the economy 

must first decide on an appropriate categorization scheme which addresses these 

ciifferences. Classification, therefore, is a non-trivial issue for this developing field of 

study . 

Hansmann (1 980) provides a four-way categorization of nonprofits based on the way they 

are b c e d  and controlled. Ths categorization, while not the only classification scheme 

for nonprofits2 is particularly appropriate for an investigation into the impact of a 

marketing orientation on a nonprofit because it pennits an assesment of the degree to 

which the various constituencies which are the hallmark of nonprofit organizations are 

"satisfied" by the outputs of the organhtion. 

' By this 1 mean that inputs and outputs are valued according to accounting principies grounded in a quid 
pro quo which is hdifferent to the product 



Support for these dimensions as valid ways to derive categories of nonprofits cornes fkom 

two independent sources: The Report of the Task Force on the Volunteer Incorporations 

Act (1990) and The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants recommendations in 

Audits of Non-Profit Organi7;itions. The Task Force distinguished between nonprofits 

which use public money and those which do not in their recommendation of a public 

annual disdosure of a nonprofit's financial status. Regarding the issue of sources of 

fïnancing, the task force explicitly addressed the "iUusory" distinction in curent 

legislation between societies and nonprofit companies: 

". . many organhions which incorporate under the Societies' Act fit the category "other 
usefiil purpose" and in reality would be more appropriately incorporated as nonprofi 
companies. Further many of the fund-raismg activities of societies are in the nature of a 
trade or business, and would again be more appropriately carried on by a nonprofit 
Company under the Companies Act" (p.8) 

In addition, the task force made a series of recommendations regarding members' rights 

and duties. Noteworthy is their rejection of the umbrella phme "des  of nanual justice" 

(p.19) in favour of specific recommendations spelling out conflict of interest issues, 

shareholder agreements and the provision of financial assistance to members of munial 

benefit organizations (p.22). AU of these recommendations deal with the consequences of 

control by certain coIlSbtuencies, hence control is a centrai issue in a nonprofit. 

The Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA) has the following pertinent 

remarks about nonprofits (NPOs) conceming their "general features": 

"Some NPûs are devoted exclusively to their members, but most of the time their 
services are geared towards third parties and involve training and education, economic 
and social assistance, child are, recreational services, the promotion or defense of 

- 

* See for instance Rados (1 98 1) and Steinberg in Amer, Ben-Ner and Benedetto Gui (Eds) "The Nonprofit 
Sector in the Mixed Economy" Ann Arbor MI: University of Michigan Press, 1993. 



various causes, artistic or culturai endeavours, eu. ..Their sources of fiinding are diverse 
and are becoming more so as goverment support is decreasing, forcing NPOs to look 
elsewhere for funding. Grants h m  the various levels of govenunent and other 
organizations, fees and donations can now be supplemented by investment income and 
income h m  the sale of increasingly diverse goods and services." (p. 1 )  

On the issue of the impact of a funding source on programs and services, CICA notes that 

a donor "may restrict the use of donated assets or money to specifïed purposes" or a 

charitable fomdation may promise its donors '%ut it will use the proceeds from a fûnd- 

raising campaign exclusively to carry out a specific project" (p. 6). Thus "a significant 

part of NPOs revenues, particularly grants or contributions depends on decisions made by 

third parties who do not usuaiiy use the organÎzationys services. Regarding control, 

CICA observes that "corporate culture . . .affects the following issues in particular: 

management philosophy (and) the establishment of priorities, especially as  concems 

resource allocation and accountability" (p.9) and that "significant extemal influences (Le. 

remictions set by contributon) have an impact on the interna1 controls of some NPOs" 

(p. 10). The interesthg question is, of course, which ones? 

Hansrnaun (1980) notes that the feature which distinguishes a nonprofit fiom a business 

is not that it cannot make a profit but that it cannot distribute this to "individuals who 

exercise control over it such as members, officers, directors, or trustees" (p.838). 

Distribute here means in the fom of dividends: it does not preclude profits being used for 

overhead. Also, profit, here, means net earnïngs a h  expenses. With respect to what 

constitutes legitimate expenses and what percentage can be deducted, Revenue Canada's 

regulations are not clear and sornetimes appear to be observed more in the breach than 

the occurrence (Bryden 1996) but the regulations for registered charities require that 80% 



of the tax receiptable donations be spent on charitable acti~ities.~ Hansmann c d s  

nonprofits who receive mon or all of their income in the form of grants or donations 

"donative" nonprofits. The other end of the fkmcing continuum, occupied by 

organislations who receive the bulk of their income fiom prices charged for their services. 

he calls "commercial" nonprofits. 

The second dimension identified by Hansmann is control: the extent to which a 

nonprofit's activities are directed by its patrons. Those whose directors are elected by the 

membership he cails "munial" nonprofits whereas those who are "largely fiee nom the 

exercise of formal control by their patrons he terms "entrepreneuriai". Hansmann notes 

that the terms "member" and "patrony' do not necessarily mean the same h g  in each 

nonprofit. For instance, he cites the United Way as  an example which is controued by its 

members, the senrice organhtions who receive the fun& collected fiom individual 

patrons who have no say and no direct voice (p. 841). 

The two dimensions create four categories: donative munial, donative entrepreneurial, 

commercial munial and commercial entrepreneurial. Many organizations are not pure 

types and fa11 not at the ends of the dimensions but somewhere along the continua hence 

utilizing this categorization pennits an assessment of whether the adoption of a marketing 

orientation might innuence the movement of an organization along the continua and 

' Two points provide context here. Firsî, charities represent accordhg to some figures about one third of 
ail nonprofits in Canada so this d e  is not by any means applicable to the majority. Second, tax receiptable 
donations do not include fiuiding fiorn charitable fondations (themselves charities). This latter funding 



ultimately change its categorization. Such movement would be flagged by a broadening 

or a gen-tion of an organization's mission or mandate or the use of "mainstream" 

target market criteria 

-- - -- 

while it may be subject to a foundaîion's evduation criteria is not IegaUy requked to be spent on programs, 
aithough most is. 



23 Rationales for Nonprofit Organixations 

As noted previously, the nonprofit sector is receiving unprecedented interest fiom 

Caoadian academics, the media and society (CPRN 1997). This is due to a confluence of 

factors, similar to those which saw the sector's emergence as a field of study in the 

United States in the 1970s with the work of the Filer Commission (O'Neill 1989 p. 170). 

Among these factors are the downsizing of governments with the subsequent off-loading 

of programs and senices to the nonprofit sector and the simultaneous re-examination of 

the tax exemptions and registration requirements of nonprofit organizations (Domingue 

1995), decreasing levels of persod and corporate donations and a nse in altemate 

fundraising methods (CPRN 1997) and the growth of the senice economy and the 

professional associations on its periphery (Belfall 1995). 

This increased interest in the sector has produced a need to distinguish it ~ o m  the 

government and market sectos and to develop a rationale that permits the quasi- 

economic behaviour of nonprofits to find a lepitirnate place in the economy. What that 

place is rernaùis very much a matter of conjecture and vantage point. On the problem of 

atîempting to make sense of nonprofit facts without a structure, Salamon (1995) quotes 

fiom Kuhn's ireatise The Sn~cture of Scient@ Revolutiom: ''In the absence of a 

paradigm or theory.. .aii of the facts that could possibly pertain to the development of a 

given science are Likely toseem equally relevanty* This point is particdariy weli taken in 

the field of nonprofit research in which the disciplines of social work, economics, 



business, public administration, psychology, law, political science and religion al1 have a 

perspective which attempts to shed light on some aspect of the sector's rationale. 

Economic theories of the nonprofit sector are of two types. The first type looks with 

neoclassical lem at modem economies as the precinct of business and govemment and 

asks what is there that fails in the operation of these two sectors that has given rise to a 

third, nonprofit sector? The answers to this essentially demand-driven question are the 

residual theories of contract and governent failme (CPRN 1997; Hammack and Young 

1993; Weisbrod 1988). 

The second type of theory looks at the modem economy and charitable activity in a 

historical context and asks how can one explain the development of nonprofit 

organizations fiom their beginnings in altniistic, private behaviour? (Lohrnann 1992; 

Salmon 1995; Gassler 1986; Haxl~mann 1996) Some answers to this supply-driven 

question are persona, others are institutional. Regarding the former, not much work has 

gone hto the characteristics of nonprofit entrepreneurs and even less into the extent to 

which founder characteristics and motivations are related to the way nonprofit seMces 

are provided to consumers (CPRN, 1997). Further, it should be noted that theories which 

rely on persondity variables to explain an institutional f om are drawing on a common 

myth about the nonprofit sector - that its personnel are somehow morally superior or 

dinerent (Drucker 1978). With respect to the latter, the institutiody based theories, 

there are four theories varying in approach and degree of comprehension which attempt to 

explain the phenornena in question - Lehmann's theory of the commons (1992), 





Government failure theory explains the existence of a nonprofit sector and why nonprofit 

organhtions provide collective goods. Collective goods are those which voters elect 

govemments to provide and correspond to those goods and senices which are non- 

divisible and *ch would cost the same regardless of how many taxpayers contributed 

(e-g. national security, monetary standards, taxation policies, legislation etc.). 

"Providing these goods exclusively through the market (would) thus ensure that they are 

in short supply since few consumers will volunteer to pay for products they can enjoy 

fiee" (Salamon 1987, p.109). The government fails, so goes the argument, when 

mandated to satisQ a median voter and concemed about re-election, it h d s  it cannot 

jusàfy or risk the provision of services for which there is not a ciear demand by a 

majority of voters or a coalition (Salamon 1987; Weisbrod, 1988). Deputizing nonprofits 

to act in their stead permits govemments to satise large, vocal, needy or high-profile 

minorities without the full commitment and costs necessitated by a govemment program 

(Knauer, 1996). This somewhat opportmistic explanation is fiequently supplemented by 

citing the administrative advantages attached to a nonprofit service delivery: the ability 

to charge user fees; the fieedorn to experiment with new senices or delivery processes; 

the fieedom fiom bureaucratie rigidity (Weisbrod, 1988)'. Less ofien cited is the benefit 

to govemments of an arms' length arrangement should the nonprofit service become 

problematic (Knauer, 1996). Salamon (1987) notes that this theo~y contains a 

fundamental contradiction: 

^But because the nonprofit sector is viewed as a substitute for govenunent, providing 
goods and services thai the full political community has not endorsed, government 
support to nonprofit organizations has no theoretical rationde. To the contrary, under 

5 Critia of government failurc cite these vcry advantaga as midencc that the govanment has not in fact failcd at al1 
(Campbell 1993) (CCP 1994). 



this theory, to the extent thaî nonprofits deliver services that governrnent undenmites, 
they violate their theoretical raison d'eue, which is to supply the goods governent is 
not supplying" (p. 109) 

Govemment failure theory, then, is predicated on a constellation of concepts, al l  of which 

must be accepted if the consequences of failure are to be valid: v k  government is the 

premier provider of public goods; there are two kinds of goods, public and private; and 

the nonprofit sector provides public goods only when govements  don't. 

Contract failure theory is the opposite side of the capitalist coin and explains the 

existence of a nonprofit sector by referencing failings in the market sector. It received its 

£kt exposition in Hansmann's 1980 article outlining how nonprofits by virtue of the 

trust they engender, compensate for market failure. His argument is essentidy that in 

situations where purchasers cannot personaliy evaluate products, e.g. foreign ai4 the risk 

of misappropriation of fun& by a profit-seeking entrepreneur is such that oniy an 

organization with a nonprofit mandate can cany out the distributive function without 

prohibitive transaction costs. For example, the transaction costs attached to checkhg up 

on negligent execution or exorbitant fees for a s e ~ c e  such as nursing care for the aged, 

which is usually contracted for by a third party and not by the consumer is too great for 

such a service to be handled weil by market forces. Having the service delivered by a 

nonprofit firm which has no owners who c m  profit by behaving oppommisticaily, 

reduces the transaction costs and makes the service viable. Campbell critiques this 

argument as less than a convincing ratior.de for the existence of a privore non-profit 

sector (1993 p.5). Salamon (1987) says the difnculty with this argument, is that it 

doesn't explain why if trust is the issue, the outforne of market failures is not more 



govemment agencies and service provision, since presumably, govemments are even 

more tmsîworthy than nonprofits. It should be noted that Hansrnano's theory does 

contaui a partial aîtack on this problem when he notes that in attempting to ensure 

govenunent accountability , the "resulting bureaucrac y may be sluggis h and 

disproportionately costly, particularly if there are no economies of scale involved in 

managing such enterprises, as there often are not with the kinds of seMces provided by 

nonprofits" (1980, p.895). As explored later in this review, Hansmann later fleshed out 

these ideas into a My-fledged theos, (1996) of the ownership of enterprise which 

accounts for the entire range of organizations within one set of constructs. 

These residual theories, then, essentially cast nonprofit organizations in the role of quasi- 

govenunents or quasi-businesses. They do not conceptualize the sector as having a 

distinctive positive. necessary role, independent of the other two as its advocates would 

wish. 

2.5 The Theory of the Commons 

Lohmann's theory of the commons (1992) attempts to provide a theory which utilizes the 

larger context of voluntary behaviour. Eschewing a "conventional residual" approach 

which treats the voluntary sector "as what is left over once government and commercial 

agencies, and probably alio the informal sector have been put to one side (1992, p.47), 

Lohmann's theory rests on nine basic assumptions about the voluntary and nonprofit 

sector. Central propositions include the notion that the social action which characterizes 



the sector is premised on anluence, Le. surplus and near universality. This is in contrat 

with the premise of scarcity which underpins the analysis of docation among alternative 

ends that characterizes modern economics. 

"In al1 knowa cultures, self-defhing collectives of people voluntarily associate and act 
jointly outside of markets and households and independent of the state in pursuit of 
common purposes. Even among itinerant hunter-gatherers and h i n g  and fishing 
cultures, leisure tirne is not spent in subsistence activities." (1 992, p.53) 

For Lobmann, it is the rational pumiit of common goods that produced the democratic 

political state. "Politicai states arise out of the common goods and murual actions of 

interest groups, factions and political parties and in tum exercise a measure of control 

over the activities of commons." (p.274). T'us, against the modem economist's solution 

of the problem created by nonprofits - a problem solved by relaxing the meaning of terms 

likefirm and public goods, Lohmann would mate new consmicts which recognize the 

interdependency of dl three sectors in the s h e d  social spaces he calls "commons". 

Lohma~'s theory is thus not so much an economic theory of nonprofits as a sociological 

theory of economic behaviour. While it represents an important example of the type of 

thinking which seeks a shared framework for describing al1 three sectors, it does not 

provide a theory on which to base an analysis of the unique inputs and outputs of 

nonprofits and by extension the marketing activities which utilize these outputs to 

generate more inputs. 



2.6 Salamon's Voluntary Failure Theory 

The interdependency of the three econornic sectors is a centd facet of Salmon's 

Voluntary Failure Theory. Salamon points out both the fears of the Left (of the sector's 

demise) and those of the Right (of its overweening presence) are the consequence of the 

absence of a theory which explicitly explains the extensive CO-operation between 

nonprofits and goveniment. He asks why, if failure theories are accurate, the sector is so 

vigorous @.40).~ The answer he provides rests on the fact that central govemment is both 

a provider of fun& and direction and also a deliverer of services. Because govemment is 

involved in both of these fllnctions, the resdt is ''third party govemment" in which 

central governrnent shares considerable discretion and public authonty with a wide 

variety of other governments, private institutions and nonprofits. The advantage, cited 

for the United States but valid in Canada too, is a program delivery system which 

respects and incorporates a pluralistic society, permits experimental projects on 

shoesaing budgets and utilizes specialized, local expertise unavailable in a typical 

bureaucracy . 

Salamon notes that this flexible style of goveming has its drawbacks, notably the public 

management problerns when multiple stakehoiders are involved, the decreased control 

and the lack of accoimtabiiity. However, it is the advantages of diversity, cornpetition, 

That is, if the only reason the sector existed rested on thc Uiadequacy of govemment andlor business, one 
would expect as these two sectors irnproved their responsiveness, that the nonprofit sector wouid decrease 
or altemately that the nonprofit sector's vigour would parailel a diminution of the other two sectors. 
Neither of these scenarios has happened and al1 three have increased in size and responsiveness. 



d - s c a l e  enterprise' lower costs and Ilinovation that explain why this method of 

providing publicly funded services has evolved to its present state. 

T'us instead of govemments and markets "failing" as some theones suggest, it is 

governments which are the derivative institutions which respond to the failure of the 

voluntary sector. Salamon notes that such a reversal accounts appropriately for the 

voluntary sector's presence historically as antecedent to govemment or ceexistent when, 

for exarnple, it was considered part of the public sector in nineteenth cenhlry economies 

(p.43). Further he points out: 

"The c e n d  failing of the voluntary system as a provider of collective goods has been its 
inability to generate resources on a sale  that is both adequate enough and reliable 
enough to cope with the human service problems of an advanced industriai society." 

In particular, Saiamon singles out four specific deficiencies in any system of unstructured 

altruism: philanthropic insufficiency, philanthropic pdculaxisrn, philanthropic 

patemalism and philanthropic amateuism. Sipnificantly, each of these "failings" has 

k e n  the target of critics of the nonprofit sector and the rationale for suggestions designed 

to improve its management. Obviously, however, in the absence of specific theov to 

situate the failings, much of the criticism cornes off as  mean-spirited carping which 

devdues those who "do gooà". 

Philanthropie insufnciency refers to the inadequacy of a volimtas, system to "generate 

resources on a scale that is both adequate enough and reliable enough to cope with the 

human sentice problems of an advanced industrial society" (Saiamon, 1987 p. 1 1 1). It is 



too easy for fkee-riders to take advantage of a system they do not support if the only 

suppoa for the system is voluntary contributions.' Salamon cites as evidence of this 

failing, the less than optimal level of the resources provided, the fke-rider problems 

where the stingy benefit fiom neighbourly benevolence, the dependency on the cyclic 

nature of the econorny and the uneven geographic coverage. The second failing, 

philanthropic particularism is the tendency of nonprofits to target particular subgroups 

and not others. This becomes acute when categories of the poor are more desewing than 

others or some races are better served than others or when some groups are multiply 

served but others not at d. 

Philanthropie paternalism is a failing that stems from the source of the resources: when 

the wealthy are the source it is their preferences for senrices and clientele that are 

decisive. "Aid is provided as a matter of charity, not of right" - a deficiency which has 

become very evident as government fiinding in Canada continues to abate. Finally, 

philanthropic arnateurism is, according to Salamon, the consequence of the pa ted i sm of 

the voluntary sector and the value-laden help provided by weli-meaning amateurs. He 

notes that, 

"for a considerable period of tirne, the problems of poverty and want were atcributed to 
the moral turpitude of the poor. Care of the poor, the insane, the unwed mother was 
therefore appropriatety en& to weli-meaning amateurs and those whose principal 
calling was moral suasion and religious instruction, not medical aid or job training" 
(1987 p. 1 12). 

These failings of the voJuntary sector, however, are matched by the government's 

strengths and replacing either by the other &es far less sense than "coliaboration 

' A case in point is the public Amencan television programming. Viewm who do not contribute can stiii 



between the two" (Salamon 1987). He argues this collaboration is not the unwarranted 

aberration that fdure theory wouid aver but a "logicai and theoretically sensible 

compromise" Further, in defense of his theory, he asserts that "given the importance of 

these relationships (Le. between govemment and nonprofits) this is reason enou& to lend 

credence to these alternative theories" (emphasis added). Unfortunately, while it might 

make sense. it is still a post hoc erg0 propter hoc argument. Essentially, Salamon seems 

to be saying that govemments and nonprofits knew from the beginning of the partnership 

that they would need the other in the ways that their failings would predict. But to have 

known in advance of their 'weaknesses' and not to have attempted improvements means 

that neither party could have considered itself an independent actor but would have acted 

as though it was. Hence, the voluntary sector does not fail as Salamon avers but exploits 

govemment need. 

Moreover, this theory does not explain why a nonprofit form of enterprise exists in the 

first place. Either it existed prior to its hct ions being co-opted by govemment or it is a 

govemment tool with only a pretense of autonomy. Thus while voluntary failure theory 

explicates a number of problems with the way services are provided by govemment and 

nonprofits, it does not provide a ratiode for the sector and by extension its economic 

fiinctions other than saying that American governrnents8 would be Iost without it. 

-- 

benefit Wherever insufficient voluntary contributions pnvail, mis kind of programming does not exist. 
' Because of their long history of ''ththird party goveniment" 



2.7 Gassier's Theory of Nonprofit Enterprise 

In contrast, Gassler (1986) sees the nonprofit sector as both antecedent to, simultaneous 

with and subsequent to activity in both of the other two sectors. For him, the nonprofit 

sector is the plenum out of which the other sectors individuate. His 1986 "The 

Economics of Nonprofit Enterprise" anaiyzes the resaictive explicit and implicit 

assumptions of neoclassical economic theory in order to detemiine which economic 

hct ions  are perfonned by nonprofit organizations. He points out: 

" Public and private nonprofit enterprises straddle the economic system and its 
environment. Set up mostly for 'noneconomic' reasons, they nevertheless affect the 
economic system even in the idealized neo-classical version by crearing the conditions 
under which the assumptions are satisfied or by making chauges in the outcorne of the 
systems when they are not." (1 986, p. 17) 

Gassler contends that while neoclassical theory is adequate to describe the input 

side of nonprofit enterprises because their activities require real resources, it is 

"wholly inadequate for looking at the output side." (p. 13) a point long maintained 

by h c k e r  (1973). His analysis produces five hct ions  which while performed in 

the real world simultaneously can be ordered within a neoclassical firimework into 

a logicd, causai sequence. These are the environmental, sy stemic, allocative, 

distributive and stabilization functions. Each of these is described below in tum. 



2.7.1 The Environmental Fnnction 

For Gassler, the environmental h c t i o n  is something like an ambient atmosphere 

in which subsequent market activity occurs. Nonprofits, says Gassler create the 

atmosphere in which businesses later function. They do this in three ways: by 

fomiing tastes or preferences; by driving technological change through basic 

research and by altering the endowments of market participants by devices such as  

lobbying for family diowances, tax exemptions and so forth. Gassler 

distinguishes the function of private nonprofit enterprises such as churches, 

youth groups, coIieges and so forth in shaping tastes fiom the role that advertising 

by fhms plays in hamessing those tastes to buiid brand loyalty - a distributive 

fiuiction. Similady, he shows that while basic research and the discovery of 

knowledge for its own sake is the domain of nonprofit enterprises, businesses 

enter the process later at the applied research and development phase, a point 

fieely granted by fïxms who create non profit^.^ Firms, he says, "are interested 

only in success; scientists can also be fascinated by failures" (p. 21). Lastly, 

because participants cannot engage in exchange unless they have the resources to 

do so, the political processes by which nonprofits change the weights of the 

resources of market participants are antecedent to the exchange.'' 

see Anchw Bjerring 'The information Highway" Business Quarterly, Spring '94 outlinhg the mie of 
the nonprofit CANARE with over 80 private and public sector members supporthg basic mearch on 
communications i n h c t u r e  
10 For instance, the n c a i r  defision e change the Canadian Inanoe Tax Act so mat rreipiaits of child support do not 
pay tax and contributors do bas altatd the rutes for divorced parents. 



2.7.2 The Systemic Function 

Gassler defines the systemic fûnction as one which sets the conditions for market 

transactions - "the d e s  of the game". These conditions. he says are ownership, 

trust and market information and each of them is determined by the iduence of 

nonprofit enterprises and, to borrow Lehmann's term, the social spaces of the 

commons. Ownership, what is legal to tmde and what is not, while influenced by 

market transactions is not detennined through market activity but through law and 

custom. The agenda-setting activities of nonprofit organizations determining what 

is a legal cornmodity and who can do the exchanging are legion: participation in 

the economy for women; the abolition of slavery; the extension of voting nghts 

and property rights for the lower classes; the prohibition of sales of certain items 

to minors and so on (Milne et al. 1996)." 

The second aspect of the systemic fiinction is trust. Trust results fkom the 

s o c i h t i o n  process which creates responsible citizens and is an output of 

nonprofit enterprise that is essential to a market economy. Market economies 

cannot operate without a basic pubiic trust that lying, cheating and theft will be 

the actions of the dysfhctional few - the transactions costs are too great. 

Nonprofits in the form of churches, relief agencies, schools and watchdog 

organkations are, dong with households, the chief socialinng agents. It is worth 

" For example, recent decisions regardhg whether surrogate motherhood is a legal exchange. 



noting that when these organhtions behave in untmstworthy ways, the public 

perceives the threat to the fabric of society as far more serious than when h n s  

flout the law: a moral hierarchy has been tumed upside dom. This point 

exemplifies Gassier's caveat that nonprofit outputs are the log id  inputs to market 

activities. 

The final component of the systemic hc t ion  is market information - the 

provision of adequate intelligence so that participants can participate in exchanges 

on a fairly equd footing. 

2.7.3 Valuing the Environmental and Systemic Funetions 

Gassler points out that the environmental hc t ion  consists of parameters held constant in 

neoclassical economic theory while the systemic hction, according to Gassler "does not 

show up in the formal analysis at dl." (p.20) Gassler is saying that activities which 

fiuiction as parameters in a business are either the actuai outputs of nonprofits or are 

unvalued. Further, Gassler, in discussing the way that these functions are accounted for 

in economic theory notes that the 4'neociassicaI k e w o r k  uses a subset of a larger whole 

- and that use of it to evaluate maers  outside its scope may led to logical circularities or 

inappropriate aaswers" (p.13). This conclusion is significant since it suggests for 

instance that concepts (e.g. exchange) developed by businesses (the subset) camot be 

applied to the larger whole (the nonprofit) in a logicai manner. The iiterature review 

looks at this issue later on in the sections devoted to the marketing concept. 



On the difficulty of evaluating nonprofit output, Lohmann (1992) amves at a similar 

conclusion to Gassler and comments that, "one of the most difncult aspects of common 

goods economics is activities that we cannot measure but that are nontheless perfectly 

clear to those engaged in them" b.166). N o ~ g ,  the inability of normative 

microeconomics to measure these fùnctions, he argues for distinguishing between outputs 

as products and outcomes as results. 

2.7.4 The Allocation and Distribution Functions 

Ailocation, the provision of goods, is the preoccupation of economics dong with 

the distribution of income. Gassler characterizes the allocation and distribution 

functions as the cbmicrofoundations for macroeconomics whose jurîsdiction is the 

stabilization function". (p. 32). Nonprofits, as noted previously, when they 

provide services mandated by govemments act as suppliers of public goods. They 

also supply certain valuable public goods known as ment goods e.g. theatrical 

performances, museums and libraries. In discussing the way in which ment 

wants (i.e. the demand by society for merit goods) and market wants interact, 

Gassler points out that that the same individual can express what are essentially 

contradictory positions. For example, an individual can want the tax on cigarettes 

reduced to enhance the utility hc t ion  of the good itself and simuitaneously agree 

with watchdog groups that reducing cigarette consumption would be desirable. 

Although not expanded upon by Gassler, the example illustrates how nonprofits 

contribute to the economy by providing an outlet for wants that are neither market 



nor yet public. Hence a theoretical benefit from according nonprofit hc t ions  a 

role in the economic mode1 would be the provision of a measure of conflïcting 

wants within individuals - something that the "rationai consumer" mode1 does not 

allow. 

With respect to the distribution fiinction, Gassler distinguishes between the 

distribution of income which markets provide and the redistribution engaged in by 

nonprofits. He comments that ovenvhelmingly, the mechanisrn used by 

nonprofits is redistribution in kind such as occurs at food banks rather than in 

cash, such as vouchers which are typically used by government~.'~ 

It should be noted that while these two fùnctions resemble those engaged in by 

market finns they are pursued for different reasons by nonprofit enterprise. For 

example, the provision of a theatrical performance is for the enjoyment and 

education of the patrons but not for any income distribution to owners.13 

Similarly, the provision of food by donoa to a food bank is for the relief of 

poverty not for any material benefit to the donors. Hence there may be little 

incentive, as long as basic costs are covered, to maximize the satisfaction of 

certain constituents as the markeîing orientation would require, for the purpose of 

increasing demand. In fact, dealing with too much demand is a problem that 

nonprofits stniggle to conaol. 

l2 He does not discuss the role of charitable foundations as agents of redishiiution in cash but obviously 
thai is virtuaily their onIy function. 



2.7.5 The Stabili7ation Function 

Gassler operationalizes this function as  the activities which are the province of 

national govenunents by virtue of their fiscal and monetary tools: the achievement 

of acceptable employment levels; price stability; balanced foreign accounts; and 

acceptable rates of economic growth. While it is conceivable that market h s ,  

contrary to their desires, might affect the stability of a c o q ,  as might happen 

for instance with a multinational corporation, he notes that nonprofits have a 

"built-in destabilizïng tendency". This is because of the redistributive activities in 

which they engage. He theorizes that when less revenue is contributed to 

nonprofits, the resulting decrease in output and employment pulls incornes down 

M e r .  In effect, he is ascribing to nonprofit outputs a multiplier effect which 

exacerbates or amplifies current economic conditions. 

The implications of this point for marketing in nonprofits are somewhat alarming. 

If nonprofits in times of economic downtum attempt to stimulate more donations 

in order to stave off the drop in output and employment just mentioned, these 

actions may have the counter-intuitive effect of reducing outputs faster than 

would have been the case without the added effort. In this lifeboat scemrio, as 

nonprofits attempt to climb (solicit donations) into bats already fidl (no extra 

capacity), the effect is not to preserve their organi;rations (save them fkom 

- - -  

'' Owner here refers to the owner of the theatre not the copyright owner of the piece perfonned. 



drowning) but to swamp the whole boat (rnake it impossible for the nnvivon to 

give anything). 

If in fact this is the uuderlying dynamic, not only does this make it extremely 

dif3icult for a nonprofit manager to calculate the value of a particuiar marketing 

carnpaign, it can lead to the adoption of strategies which, formerly usefd, may 

now create economic distress and long-term damage to the role of the nonprofit. 

2.7.6 Value of Gassler's theory to Nonprofit Research 

Gassler's theory accords to nonprofits five fiinctions, two of which are similar to 

those perfomied by market finns and three of which are outside the market 

economy. However, even where the fûnctions are similar (Le. allocation and 

distribution) the dinerent way that nonprofits perfom thern means that outputs 

are not comparable. Further, none of the activities resembling allocation and 

distribution has the same impact on the nonprofit's balance sheet as those 

functions do in a profit maximization context (Ansari et al. 1996). 

The value of this theory of nonprofit enterprise for mearch into the application of 

business methodologies is that it permits a differentiation of nonprofit outputs 

according to the hctions f?om which they flow and by extension a more 

particularized discussion of the applicability of certain business methodologies. 

For instance, if the application of the marketing orientation is to have any validity 



in a nonprofit, it will be for those nonprofits which have outputs which have the 

potential for satisfjmg some of the nonprofit's consumers. Hence, it may well 

be that nonprofits whose principal outputs are the immeasurable inputs into the 

environmental and systemic fûnctions (e-g. Mothers Against Dnmk Driving) and 

whose missions are to distub rather than satisfy are not appropriate organizations 

for the application of a marketing orientation. 

2.8 Hansmann's Enterprise h e r s h i p  Theory 

If Gassier's theory provides nonprofits with a rationale for the activities they 

perform, Hansmann's theory (1 996) of enterprise ownership establishes a 

rationale for their structure. Hansmann provides a theory which explains why for 

the entire range of enterprise types, the ownership of a firm is generally given to 

its patrons and what factors detennine the particdar group of patrons so selected. 

Hansmann shows why the "same factors which determine the most efficient 

assignment of ownership also detemüne when it is appropriate ... to have no 

owners at dl." (p.12), as is the case for nonprofits. 

Hansrnann defines patrons as "all persons who ednsact with a firm either as 

purchasers of products or as seilers of supplies and labour" and observes that 

"nearly all large i%ms ... have owners who are also paîrons". Further, he 

main& that the while this is obvious for consumer and producer cooperatives, it 

is also û-ue of the standard business corporation: " the conventional investor- 



owned fïrm is "nothing more than a special type of producer cooperative - a 

lender's cooperative or a capital cooperative". 

Nonprofit firms arise whenever the costs of contracthg and the costs of 

ownership are high enough that no class of patrons can be found that can bear the 

costs efficiently (Hansmann 1996, chapter 12). Costs include all  the interests and 

values that are a f h t e d  by the transactions that the patrons have with a h. In 

nonprofits, typical costs include the cost of switching to another provider, the 

difficulty detemiining the quality or the quatltity of services they receive 

(information asymmetry), pnce discrimination practices which permit some 

patrons of the arts to pay more for the same performance than others (just to make 

sure it happens). 

The consurners of nonprofits typically are unable to determine with reasonable 

effort the quality and quantity of the seMces they receive." Hence assigning 

ownership to another class of patrons would a o r d  that latter gmup incentives and 

opportunities to exploit these consumers. In addition, the consumers are not 

sihiated to assume effective control and ownership themselves because the costs 

relative to their transactions would be too hi&. Thus because no group of patrons 

cari be found who shouid or would be owners, the "benefits of ownership are 

abandoned in favour of a structure in which the managers hold it in trust for the 

customers and are held to tighter fiduciary c o ~ t s y '  (p.228). 



Donative nonprofits exist principally to mitigate the costs associated with 

information asymmetry and ownership. H a . ' s  discussion of these 

structures makes it clear whom he regards as the customers: 

" . . .contributors to firms such as OXFAM and the Red Cross are so nurnerous, dispersed 
and m i t o r y ,  and their contributions are typically in such small amounts, that any effort 
to organize the conmbutors for effective govemance would cost more tha .  it would be 
worth. Meaningfhl ownership is not a possibility. The solution commonly chosen is 
therefore to organize the firm as a fiduciary entity that is operated on behalf of, but not 
by, its customers. Although we often think of such firms as king operated on behdf of 
their constituents, this is m e  only indirectly. The organizations are designed to serve 
theu constituents weII in order to serve their contributors weil, since it is the welfare of 
the constituents that the contributors are, in a sense, buying." (p.230) 

Hansmann does not consider explicitly the issue of the dominant role 

govemments have in the fjnancing of donative nonprofits (CCP 1996) yet nothing 

in his analysis precludes governent fiom being the cwtomer who must be 

satisfied. In fkt, research into the impact of govemment fiinding cutbacks in 

British Columbia essentially substantiates the role of govemment as customer. 

(Rekart 1988) found two types of community-based agencies: those nimble 

enough and organized enough to gamer govemment contracts and those which 

lacked the expertise to jockey for funding. The former increasingly serve clientele 

identified by government as within its mandate. Their own mandates in turn 

became increasingly broad to encompass the shifts of political expediency. The 

latter while m g  to serve less popular clients are heavily dependent on erratic 

non-govenunent funding sources such as charity gaming. 

l4 The market failure argument noted above 



In commercial nonprofits such as nming homes or universities the contracting costs to 

consumes of switching providers cm be considerable in contrat to the mal1 costs of 

switching charities for donors. For these reasons, patrons of these nonprofits "rnight 

rationally prefer to patronize an institution whose incentive to exploit them is d l e r  

tban it would be in an investor-owned h" (p.234). Altemately, however, the costs of 

market contracting are less severe in commercial nonprofits - a fact which explains why 

commercial nonprofits share their market with for-profit firms. This latter phenomenon 

leads Hamann to speculate that perhaps the most likely expianation for the continued 

presence of nonprofits in a service industry increasingly attractive to investor-owned 

iirms is the managers' 

"push to mainmin and even accumulate capital within the firm even when it is eaming an 
inefficiently low rate of r e m .  And a nonprofit firm or a proprietary firm that pays no 
dividends, can survive and even grow as long as it is eming any positive net r e m  on 
its invested capital, even if that rate of r e m  is far below what could be earned if the 
capital were employed eisewhere" (p.292). 

Put another way, the very sluggishness and lack of ability to exploit consumers 

that lead to the need for the nonprofit in the first place are the variables that allow 

it to keep gohg longer than a comparable for-profit. 

The vimie of this theory is that it Merentiates ownership structure fiom any 

particuiar mord stance of the patrons associated with i t  As Hansrnaun observes, 

"the nonprofit fom is a very crude consumer protection device. It does not create 

strong positive incentives for serving customers well; it simply reduces the 

incentives to serve them poorly (p.235)." In fact, he shows that the nonprofit 



fom is the typical f o m  when a new s e ~ c e  need mises and a severe information 

asymmetry problem obtains. He describes an evoiutionary process in which 

consumers become more familiar with the services (understand how and what to 

monitor), the services themselves become standardized (more clearly targeted on 

homogeneous markets) supplies build reputations and regdation becomes more 

efficient. As these processes manire, the costs of market contracthg go down and 

typicdy, for-profit b s  begin to provide the services. He explains the presence 

of (commercial) nonprofits in a service industq in cornpetition with for-profits as 

a signal not only of a more understandable environment but also thai locked-in 

capital in the nonprofits dlows them to maintain a presence longer than would be 

the case in an investor-owned structure. It should be noted that the evolution 

posited by Hansmann fits with Gassier's ideas about which d e s  are played by 

nonprofits and the relationship of those roles to the ones played by market firms. 

The relevance of H m ' s  theory Lies in its ability to spell out the precise 

context in which the nonprofit enterprise is appropriate. Armed with nich 

knowledge, managers of nonprofits can easily assess how their decisions do or do 

not meaningfidly exploit that context or when their decisions threaten to take 

them beyond the context and into areas where other ownership arrangements 

might be the preferred choice. 



2.8.1 Satisfying the Consumers of Hansmann's Nonprofit Types 

With respect to the range of consumers of the four different types of nonprofits identified 

by Haflsmann (1980), then, measiiring client satisfaction and the degree to which a 

marketing orientation is possible will depend on the types of benefits provided (i-e. direct 

and indirect) and the degree to which it is important that the donating groups are satisfied. 

In donative mutual nonprofits, because they are h d e d  by donations and controiîed by 

members, the membership is usually the organization's customers and the ones who need 

to be satisfied. Hence a market orientation which attempts to evaluate the members' 

satisfaction shouid be critical in developing the type of programs and services offered by 

this type." 

Donative entrepreneurid nonprofits on the other hand, are not controiled by those who 

donate but usuaily by a self'-perpetuating board of directon with professional manageriai 

help. These types typically have both direct and indirect constituents of their programs 

and services and will need to evaluate the divergent needs of both and hence wili have 

difficulty implementing a marketing concept as envisaged by business. In addition, the 

application of a marketing orientation in this type of organization may well be rnarked by 

changes in focus or mission according to the rigors of the avaiiable funding. Importantly 

and at odds with the marketing orientation suggested for nonprofits by marketing 

theorists, the marketing wiil be aimed no% at designing programs to suit the direct 



codtuents  but at generating contracts and h d s .  Hence it is possible that beneficiary 

groups whose circumstances are a priority with govemrnent funders wiil have more 

seMces and programs than those whose concerns are less visible. 

Commercial mutual nonprofits such as the Canadian Automobile Association charge 

members prices for their services in a way nearly indistinguishable fiom businesses. 

These groups, cornpethg as they o b  do with the for-profit sector, may find some 

aspects of the marketing orientation a useful management tool in gaining market share 

and satisfjmg exining consumers. Final1 y, commercial entrepreneurid nonprofits (e. g . 

Canadian Standards Association) because the interests of their direct clients 

(manufacturers) are not necessarily those of the indirect ones (the generd public) will 

likely have tensions between the professionals whose concem is to protect the ultimate 

consumers (i.e. the generd public) and the management who need to satisfy the interest 

groups who fund the operation. ln these organizations, the marketing aim will be to 

ensure that the funders continue their suppoa. 

2.9 Implications of Nonprofit Theory for Nonprofit Management 

Granting a role for nonprofits as structures which institutionalize the environmental and 

systemic functions in the Iarger economic whole has important implications for 

understanding the adjusmiens which m u t  be made when economic theory is translated 

'' Hamann (1 980) points out that not every group who claims to have members necessarily has them in 
the sense outiined here. For instance, one is a member of the National Geographic but one has no control 



iuto nonprofit management decisions such as marketing.'6 Dnicker (1978) has argued 

vigorously that "performance in nonprofits is fundamentally different fiom that in 

businesses" and that nonprofits cannot simply impon business methodologies into their 

organhtions. An agency whom the public expects to set society's agenda by proposing 

social solutions might alter that public perception were it to orient its mission or its 

service to conform to the agendas of those that fund it @nicker, 1978) rather than those 

that use it (Drucker, 1978; Hardina, 1990). Sirnilarly, agencies who act as watchdogs risk 

their credibility if they use marketing techniques which target only those most likely to 

buy in rather than those whom they want to monitor (Rados, 1 98 1, p.20-24) 

Other researchers looking at organizational change in nonprofits have noted the degree of 

ambiguity and role confusion created by multiple stakeholders, shifting priorities, 

competing professional service methodologies and the impact of c harismatic leaders 

(Billis, 1992). Further, the auspices (govemment, firms. nonprofits) are rarely "regarded 

as essential variables" (Billis, 1992). Others urge "a healthy skepticism ... about 

knowledge deemed usable in the management of voluntary sector organizations if that 

knowledge has been denved fiom the snidy of other organhtional fo~ns". '~ Hence the 

uncritical adoption of marketing techniques, representative as they are of particular 

orientations and business philosophies, may becorne a Trojan Horse for nonprofit 

organizations. 

over the organization and is not considered a patron b.84 1 - f imote 30) 
16 1 am not niggcrtuig that nonprofits src the only way in which thae functioos arc mbodied. in fm many 
cornpanics and govcmmcnt agcncics and individuais take on these roles but thcy do not do so in the formal, mandatcd 
way that nonprofits do. 



2.10 Evolntion of Marketing Theory 

Marketing theory has evolved considerably since its articulation as a separate business 

hc t i on  in the 1920s (Webster, 1 997; Greyser, 1997). An overview of the way in which 

marketing developed fiom an intemal to an extemal orientation was provided in an 

article by the executive vice president of Pillsbury, Robert Keith (Keith, 1960): 

"No Ionger is the company at the center of the business universe. Today the customer is 
at the center. Our attention has shifted h m  the problerns of production to problems of 
marketing, from the product we can make to the product the consumer wants us to make, 
tiom the company itself to the market place." 

The development of marketing practice at Pillsbury, outlined in the article, is considered 

by scholars to exempl- a general trend for goods producing rnanufacturers (Greyser, 

1997). Starting fiom a production orientation in which the company saw itself as a 

professional miller with a quality product so good that consumers would beat a path to 

the door to buy it, Keith outiined how production success in the fom of a proliferation of 

products and improved processes created a new set of management probiems related to 

abundant supply. To maintain the company's position by selling what was produced at a 

favourable price required a selling orientation to a consumer who %th proper cunning, 

could be separated fiom his or her money" (Greyser, 1997) 

Increased cornpetition &om the utilities offered by altemate products or fÎom niche 

manufacturers plus the impact of a more &gent regulatory environment had the effect 

of creating a marReting orientation, in which the connimer was consdted for the criteria 

" Tucker, DJ.(1983), "Envimnmental Change and Organiratonal Policy-Making" in M.S. Moyer (Ed), 
Managing Voluntary Organizations. Toronto: York University Press quoted in Billis (1 992) 



of new products. As Keith explaineci it and as marketing scholan endorsed, this meant 

determinhg what products consumers wanted that a company could make and sel1 

profitably given the skills and capacity of the company. The final step in the process, 

predicted by Keith was what is sometimes cded the marketing concept18 - the 

development of loyal, satisfied consumers through long-term relationships made possible 

by the aligning of every operation within the company on the goal of a value-added 

product. l9 

This essentially demand-driven orientation however, came under attack with the decline 

in competitiveness of Amencan industry. Cntics of the marketing orientation approach 

focused on "a lack of emphasis on product innovation and ... a short-tem orientation by 

decision-makers" (Ramesan and Kelley 1994). Proponents countered with tighter 

defhitions and behavioural components of the construct (Kohli and Jaworksi, 1990; 

Narver and Slater, 1990). 

Kohli and Jaworski's construct (1 990) as tested by Narver and Slater (1 990) saw market 

orientation as the result of intemal structurai forces. In other words, market orientation 

was something iike a culturai attitude detemined by senior management focus and 

interdepartmental dynamics. Environmental variables which may in fact have acted as 

antecedents to the f h ' s  degree of market orientation and hence its profitability were 

l8  Some authors (Rigby, 1991) discuss under marketing orientarion what others (Ramesan and Keiley, 
1994) caii marketing concept. 1 have adopted the convention that "concept" denotes an integrated 
organization-wide response to the consumer. 



"categorized as exogenous variables or control variables measured independently of 

market orientation'' (Dobscha, Mentzer and Littiefield, 1994). In a nutshell, the supply 

side of the problem had been neutralized. 

Dobscha, Mentzer and Littlefield (1994) concerned about theory which holds that "more 

market orientation is always better" and the "misplacement of resources" which rnight 

result fkom an uncritical adoption of a marketing orientation posit seven environmental 

variables which affect the level of market orientation needed for competitiveness. These 

are ease of entry, degree of industry concentration, degree of govenunent regulation, 

power of h ' s  customers, growth of the market as determined by entry barriers, degree 

of technological change and power of the suppliers. They argue that: 

". . . in some cases or in some industries, a heaw emphasis on market orientation may 
result in a mispiacement of resources. So, before the market orientarion/performance 
relationship can be fbily understood, more evidence is needed that discloses whether 
market orientation is more or less appropriate in some industries or business contexts". 

Needless to say, if these caveats for fhx apply and a marketing orientation is, 

notwithstanding the theoretical difficulties adduced by this review, appropnate for 

nonprofits, then mutatis mutandis they are meanin@ for nonprofits, particularly given 

the latîer sector's more complicated stakeholder and regulatory environment and the 

critical problem of attracting and managing resources. 

Seen in the round, then, marketing theory's ability to articulate the particular way in 

w ich  exchanges moa profitably occur has evolved in response to the ability of western 

'9 As will become apparent later, not dl scholars agreed that a) the marketing concept was valid and b) the 
production orientation was defunct. 



technology to produce abundant quantities of better, cheaper, more Merentiated goods 

which appeal to more fhely discriminated target markets. 

When this theory, however, is applied to the sewice sector with its labour-intensive 

inputs and its outputs CO-produced by consumers ( Li and Greenberg 1997) it is less clear 

whether the marketing orientation is as M y  applicable. This is because consumen are 

not equal in their ability to know or articulate their real ne&, especidy for complex 

services such as those provided by lawyers, financial planners, psychologists or hospitais 

for example. Wbile this is m e  for al1 consumers, when the product is clarity of 

understanding or acceptance of a procedure or a willingness to try a certain therapeutic 

technique - al1 products which leave a substantid element of control with the client - it is 

much harder to control the quality of such products. It is also more expensive. The rime 

and effort to ensure that understanding has developed, for instance, cost the very clients 

one wants to satisfy more than would a less tailored approach. Since nonprofits are 

virtuaily d l  s e ~ c e  providers, the point is critical in determinkg what caveats need to be 

considered with the adoption of a marketing orientation. 



2.11 Application of the Marketing Concept to Services 

The growth of the service ind- and the increasing importance of services to the 

economy prompted a debate among marketing scholars as to the extent to which services 

could be treated the same as goods. The unique characteristics of services - intangibility, 

inseparability, heterogeneity and perishability - resolved that debate in favour of the need 

to treat the marketing of senices differently (Edgett and Egan, 199 1 ). 

However, Li and Greenberg (1997) arguuig for a reconcepnializing of basic marketing 

constructs comment: 

"It is essential to recognize that a service is partiy produced, marketed and consumed in 
an interactive relationship between the customer and the service provider. Therefore the 
quality of this relationship, as welI as the quality of the service, is the result of efforts 
from both sides. . . .The marke~g  of services . . .carmot be separated from overall 
management (and) . . . calls for an integration of marketing and organizational behaviour 
in the service economy." (Li and Greenberg, 1997). 

It would seem that for services even more than goods, a marketing orientation is a natural 

fit. But if the need is clear, adoption is another matter. Rigby (1991) found 

organizational effectiveness to be positively and significantly related to a marketing 

orientation and marketing effectiveness in s e ~ c e  firms -"'the customer or client is not 

simply the concem of the marketing department but mut  be the motivation behind the 

entire organization." Edgett and Egan (1991) on the other han4 assert that usage of a 

marketing orientation by professional service fimis, has proved difncult owing to a 

"strongly placed production orientated approach" despite a real netd for marketing 

occasioned by increased- costs, declining public confidence and changing client 

expectations. Edgett and Egan (1991) consider the reluctance of professional s e ~ c e  

firms to adopt marketing a consequence of equating marketing with selling and a concem 



that seliing professional services violates their ethicd imperative. These scruples and the 

concomitant implementation problems are siInilar to those encountered in nonprofit 

organizations. 

The propensity of certain o r g a n h h o d  cultures to adopt the marketing concept 

embedded in Kohli and Jaworski's construct (1990) and noted by Dobscha, Mentzer and 

Littlefield (1994) is examined independently by Javidan and Rigby (1990). Noting that 

the marketing concept is a "particular type of organizational paradigm" with four 

dimensions adapted f?om Schein's work on culture, they develop hypotheses about each 

dimension as tests of the degree to which an organization has a marketing concept 

culture. With respect to the environmental monitoring, organizations with this concept 

monitor client needs and cornpetitors' actions more than those without. Similarly, those 

practicing a marketing concept value market research more highly and exhibit more 

agreement about new products than h n s  who do not have this culture. Thirdly, 

marketing concept cultures are characterized by the myths they tell about solving 

customer's problems. Lady, the culture that fosters the marketing concept is an organic 

one in which communication occurs in d l  directions and employees "do not feel bound 

by the officia1 lines of authority". 

Moon and Stano (1988) in their discussion of whether senice sector productivity is 

demand-driven or supply driven provide clarification about the interaction of the 

consumer and the product. They define the marketing concept as a demand-driven 

approach "mainly concerned with creating as many satisfied consumers as  



possible.. .(who) purchase a bundle of utilities e.g. fom, tirne, place and ownership that is 

expected to provide satisfaaion." This is in contrast to the nipply-&ven approach in 

which "consumers buy product f a e s  such as function and packaging" (p.3 15). Moon 

and Stano's integrated model (1988) makes marketing productivity a function of 

consumer satisfaction, consumer input and Company input. The authon' comments on 

the limitations of curent methods of measuring marketing productivity in businesses are 

particularly interesthg in the light of the previously mentioned limitations of 

neoclassical economic theory applied to nonprofits with respect to the output side:" 

Current methods of measurement are supplydriven where it is assurned that there is 
always a market for the fm's product, This assumption is reasonable under the 
production concept where demand exceeds supply. However, for many indusiries this 
assumption is no Ionger valid. Furthemore, the marketing concept shows that any useful 
maure  of productivity must include both deniand-driven and supply-driven variables. 
The combination (of these) is particularly important for firms in service industries where 
traditional productivity maures of marketing performance do not reflect the unique 
characteristics of the service sectur." (p.3 16) 

Hence service businesses adopting a marketing orientation require 1) an assessrnent of the 

environmental variables to determine the level which permits competitiveness 2) a culture 

which makes possible the tight intemal integration required and 3) ways of assessing 

productivity which include demand and supply-dnven variables. 

Given these constraints then, for businesses in general and service businesses in 

particular, at issue is the degree to which a marketing orientation is applicable to the 

nonprofit sector and to types of nonprofits (Mwn and Stanoi989; Etgar and Ratchford 

1974). The indicators are mixed. On the one hand, nonprofits are almost by definition 

'O Supra p. 



suppliers of senrices where demand exceeds supply so if only these variables were king 

considered, a marketing orientation would not appear to be a good fit for some or aU 

types of nonprofits. However, they are increasingly involved in intense cornpetition for 

donations, grants and contracts (Moon and Stano7s (1988) environmental variable) and 

their productivity does include, quintessentially, both supply and demand-driven 

variables so on these gromds, a marketing orientation may well be highiy appropriate. 

Note however, that in this scenario, the "customers" who would be the object of the 

marketing orientation would be the donors not the end-users since these are the ones upon 

whom, in some types of nonprofits, the enterprise depends. The next section explores 

what the nonprofit marketing literature says on the subject of the benefits of marketing 

methodologies to nonprofit organizations and what the impacts are iikely to be for the 

various constituencies. 

2.12 Marketing Theory applied to Nonprofits 

Marketing practice for nonprofits routhely acknowledges the key features of nonprofit 

organi7ations - multiple publics, multiple objectives, services rather than physical goods 

and public scrutiny - and the necessity of adapting business marketing techniques (Rados 

1981 ; Kotler 1982; Lovelock and Weinberg 1984; Andreasen 1982; McLeish 1995). A 

review of the nonprofit marketing literature indicates that the content is devoted to 

unpacking the fiil1 range of business marketing techniques and tools and illustrating their 

application using nonprofit examples. However, while the parameters of a nonprofit 

contexf are fuily recognized, the constraints of these parameters for the application of 

52 



marketing techniques and the impact of these techniques on some types of nonprofits is 

either treated somewhat cursorily or ignored. As the following overview wiil make clear, 

these authors, as they aver themselves, are intent on demonstrating that business 

methodologies can be applied to this sector. This is accomplished by relaxhg business 

tenninology and concepts (i.e. redefining the meaning of price or cost) rather than 

refashioning those methodologies to suit these non-owned fimu (Mauser 1 983; Kotler 

1982 chapter 1 ). 

2.123 Multiple Constituencies 

By dennition, nonprofits have a number of constiniencies (Hansmann 1996)' ail of whom 

have some daim to be considered consuners. The fact that a variety of perspectives c m  

be taken regarding who are the consumers of a nonprofit points to the very different types 

of exchanges in which these types of organizations engage since businesses by contrast 

do not debate this issue. The Evaluation and Audit branch of the Canadian government 

observes in its publication outlinkg techniques for measuring client satisfaction of 

govemment programs (Canada 1992) that "determinhg who the clients are . . .may not be 

as obvious as one rnay instinctively think.. . (and that) the concept of 'client' cannot be 

applied indiscrimioately in the private and public sectors" (p.14). The publication 

distinguishes between direct and indirect clients, the former king those who actually 

receive the outputs of the program while the latter are those affected by the outputs and 

pay for their provision. Moreover, different client groups have dzferent, divergent d 

conficting concerm and recognizing this is key to evaluating the satisfaction of the 



various consumer groups (p. 16-1 8). Direct point-of-service clients' concerns are those of 

process variables and individual benefits (i.e. rights, senrice, ski11 acquisition, problem 

resolution etc.) whereas those of indirect clients are issues such as cost, personnel, 

equipment and the long term societal impacts. Consequently, "different questions should 

be asked of each group" to determine satisfaction @. 18). Extending the rationale of this 

argument, then, to the requirements of the marketing orientation with its linking of 

enterprise viability with customer satisfaction (and holding the other parameten constant) 

meam that the nonprofit must decide which constituencies to satisfy and how. 

Kotler's Mmketing for Nonprofi Organizations (1 982) asserts that customer philosophy 

is one of five amibutes characteristic of a marketing orientation @.23).*l A high score, 

reflectuig an effective customer philosophy is indicated by a 'yes' response to each of the 

foilowing three diagnostics: 

Management thinks in terms of serving the needs and wants of weli-defhed 

markets according to their importance 

To a good extent, management develops different offerings and marketing 

plans for different segments of the market. 

Management takes a broad view of its publics (members, donoa, generd 

pubüc, cornpetitors etc.) and continuously reviews new opportunities to serve 

them. 

2' The other four king htegrated marketing orientation, adequate marketing information, mategic 
orientation and operational efficiency. 



While each of these might be unremarkable on its own, it is their simultaneous operation 

in the nonprofit that creates a h o a  insoluble problems for the nonprofit manager. For 

instance, are the markets which are to be graded for importance @oint one) the same as  

the publics which are monitored (point three) and offered different marketing plans @oint 

two)? If SO, this means the manager m u t  engage in the unenviable exercise of judging 

whether to value donors' satisfaction ahead of end-usen, a point that Kotler 

ackmwledges when he sidmits that "increasing the satisfaction of one public might reduce 

the satisfaction available to another public" @.72)? Kotier's solution to this dilemma is 

given below: 

"Ultimately the organization must operate on the philosophy that it is trying to satisfy 
the needs of diEerent groups at levels that are acceptable to these groups within the 
consaaint of its total resources. This is why the organization must systernatically 
measure the levels of satisfiction expected by its constituent publics and the amounts 
they are, in facf receiving" (p. 72). 

While this solution reflects an operating style characterized by Drucker (1978) as 

"placating everyone by doing a little bit of everythhg (and) achieving nothing", it is 

interesting that this solution couid not generate a hi@ score on the Marketing 

Effectiveness Rating Instrument (Kotier 1982 p. 23-26) fiom which these diagnostics 

were taken. This is because nonprofits must We-off  costs and benefits in a way that 

other enterprises need not for the reasons outlined by Hansrnaun (1986) as the rationale 

for nonprofit enterprises. In other words were the costhenefit anaiysis recommended 

elsewhere by Kotier (p.268) for value-based programs to be conducted for the value of a 

marketing orientation program in the nonprofit, it would discover the nonprofit context: 

" an oblique achowledgment of the political environment of many nonprofits and the problem of how to 
divide one satisfaction pie. 



no group can safely be given ownership (benefits too hi& relative to other groups) or 

given c o n ~ o l  (costs too high relative to the number of transactions with the h). 

In addition, with respect to the validity of customer satisfaction measures, evidence 

elsewhere suggests they are "not especially informative or diagnostic, principally because 

of their sûiking distributional chara~teristic"~ and that "it is not clear what customer 

satisfaction ratings are measirring7' (Peterson and Wilson 1992). Thus the question 

develops: how would a nonprofit know whether ratings of satisfaction fkom its publics 

indicate the marketing orientation and the "highly responsive, adaptive and 

entrepreneurid" organization that "a rapidly changing environment" (Kotier 1982 p.27) 

requires? 

in a critical review of the marketing concept as espoused by Kotler (1982) and Rados 

(1981) as applied to nonprofit organïzations, Mauser (1983) characterizes the position 

taken by Kotler with respect to the key concept of s a t i s w g  the needs and wants of the 

exchange partner as a "conventional wisdom" which is inappropriate for the Iess flexible 

nonprofit organi;rations who "may even prefer to disband than to adapt their offering as 

the marketing concept would demand" (p.203). 

Lovelock and Weinberg (1 984) take essentidy the same view as Kotler but provide more 

analysis of the multiple-party exchange transactions which are typical of nonprofit 



management. In diagnosing the attendant tasks and problems of the nonprofit manager 

they pose questions about motivations of third-party payers, the choices of those who 

benefit fkom the nonprofit's programs and seMces and point out that "conflicts &se 

between donor's expectations and the types of consumers whom management seeks to 

reach" (p.57). However, they do not offer an analysis of the trade-offs involved in 

resolving these conflicts except to recommend to nonprofit managers that they 

"orchestrate.. . the activities and contributions of a number of different constituencies" 

(p.58). Presumably harmonking these multiple agendas rests on the personal skills of the 

manager - a requirement explicitly denounced by h c k e r  (1978) on the grounds that 

structural shortcomùigs cannot be remedied by "better people". Dealing with multiple 

constituencies (Le. patrons) however, is the key question in nonprofit marketing - who is 

to be satisfied and to what extent. It does not, however, fit well within the way the 

marketing orientation is proposed by these authon. 

McLeish's work on strategic marketing for nonprofits is written fiom the standpoint of a 

consultant to nonprofit organizations, which rnay account for its more pragmatic and less 

theoretical approach (1995). While McLeish subscribes to the same position taken by 

Kotler, Lovelock and Weinberg on the need for a marketing orientation, he articulates it 

differently. On the thomy problem of reconciiing marketing to donors and clients while 

still adhering to a marketing orientation, he concedes the two tasks must be done 

-- - - 

" negatively skewed such that median percentages of very satisfied consumers approaches 49?? (Lebow 
(1982) "Corner Satisfaction with Mental Health Treatment" Psychologid Bulletin 9 l(March):244-259 
quoted by Peterson and Wilson (1992) 



sepmtely because "they involve separate constituencies" (p.17). But he tums the 

problem on its head with his example: 

"Nonprofît organizations may provide services to ciienis because of donor or volunteer 
pressure that the services be offered and not necessady because management feels this is 
the best way for either the nonprofit or the clients serveci" (p. 17). 

This example is interesthg for the lack of understanding it displays about the unique 

structure of nonprofits (i.e. manager autonomy cf. Hansmafl~l 1986) and the picture it 

paints of managers who are out of step with donors or volunteers. Moreover, this 

conceptualization is quite at odds with the way scholars fiom other discipluies 

characterize sorne actual consequences of nonprofits adopting a marketing orientation. 

These are variously, 'Vie marketization of welfare" (Salamon 1993); contributing to "the 

detriment of research where the disease burden is less visible but more serious (O9Brecht 

and Doutriaux 1992); a reduced "cornmitment to consumer empowerment" and the risk of 

"alienation (of) the social work profession fkom its historic mission as an advocate of the 

poor7' (Hardina 1990) and contributing to a "hidden dual system of individual rights" 

(Leazes 1993). In fact, this example, were the words changed to reflect for-profit te-, 

is descriptive of what happens in businesses whose managers have lost touch with their 

target markets. What is missing from the example is a realization that unlike fhns with 

owners, managers of nonprofits attempt to implement the mission in a way that ensures 

no group is exploited. It illustrates how counter-productive the advice can be when a 

perfectly viable business methodology such as the marketing orientation is transferred 

uncritically to the nonprofit context. 



For Andreasen (1982) the benefit of a marketing orientation is improved cash flow and 

increased customer satisfaction. To that end he provides a diagnostic so that managers 

c m  determine whether or not they have what he labels an outdated selling or production 

focus. He uses exarnples which niggest that when it cornes to choosing between donors 

and end-users, he considers the end-users the ones who should be satisfied, not the 

donors. For example, regarding the Uifomhon that art curators should supply with the 

paintings they exhibit, he suggests that information about donors' names is "hardly a key 

piece of data for most museum-goers"? Insead, information about the artist, the 

historical period and the medium would broaden appreciation and more importantly spur 

attendance and "even donations". But if donations are ultimately the point as the quote 

suggests, then information about the donors is critical to satisfjmg this constituency. 

Moreover, if cash flow and customer satisfaction (customers here defined as end-users) 

are the issue as he says, then it is difficult to know why he does not recommend that art 

gaüery curators abandon Rembrandt for memorabilia of Elvis or other pop icons. 

Elsewhere, Andreasen (1983) argues for a diEerent interpretation of consumer 

satisfaction. in the health care context, he says, consumer satisfaction is "an elusive goal 

since it depends on consumer knowledge and expectations as well on the performance of 

the system". Reducing the dissatisfaction created by the doctors' attitudes is the 

appropnate focus here. However, it should be noted that these attitudes parailel the 

hallmarks of a production orientation as o u e d  by Andreasen (1982) previously. For 

" He does acknowledge that donor information helps secure the donations which are "an adrnittedly 
important marketing taskn but does not address the problem of which constiniency is more important to the 



instance, docton' perception that patients don? know what is in their best interests 

appears to be equivalent to the devalued production orientation perception of "consumer 

ignorance". Similady, physicians who thuik their time is more valuable than patients 

appears to be equivalent to what Andreasen characterizes as producers "seeing the 

o f f e ~ g  as inherently desirable". Hence Andreasen seems to be saying that in the heaith 

care context, where the producers (doctors) know better than the consurners, catering to 

the latter's perceptions may not be a good idea and that finding ways to make the intrinsic 

production orientation less grating might be a better tactic. 

Andreasen's somewhat contradktory positions suggest that 1) a customer satisfaction 

orientation for nonprofits is not a universal panacea any more than it is for businesses; 2) 

nonprofits that know more than the "customer" and have more demand than they can 

cope with or are dnven by a mission or a goal that is uninterested in market share 

caiculations rnay well be justified in adopting a production orientation and perhaps 

alternately 3) orienting services towards satisfjring customers may suit some nonprofits 

more than others. 

Not every writer on nonprofit marketing operates within the confines of exchange and the 

problems that it generates for organizations such as nonprofits which have multiple 

simultaneous exchanges (Le. comtituencies). Rados (1981) believes that marketing is a 

technology for obtaining behav iod  response rather than a facilitation of an exchange of 

values and critiques Kotler's concept of exchange as appiied to nonprofits. If the 

-- - 
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exchange encounters which marketing facilitates lead to the attainment of organization 

objectives, Rados asks, why is it that the only objective Kotler msses  for nonprofits is 

command over resources (Le. h d s  and gifts)? He points out that utilizing the exchange 

concept stretches the limits of the credible: 

"A family planning agency works hard to persuade pharmacists to display condoms 
rather than keep them in a drawer and sel1 them only on request. m a t  is king 
exchanged for whaî? @ 19). 

Rados argues that marketing c m  only achieve relatively superficial changes in behaviours 

- anytbing realiy effective requires intensive, lengthy and dynamic techniques nich as 

psychoanalysis, brainwashing or religious conversion (p. 16)? For him, "some marketing 

is exchange, but not al1 of it." This stance leads him l o g i d y  to the position that since 

individuals must be taken as they are, two types of change methodologies for nonprofits 

present themselves: persuasive communications (a selling orientation) and adapting to fit 

the existing pattern of behaviour (marketing orientation). Rados' comments on the 

value of marketing for nonprofits is illuminating for what it suggests about the 

relationship of the various constituencies: 

"Since backers give only if it suits hem, organizations rnust reach them by marketing. 
Even those organizations that do have a choice may choose to mix in some marketing, 
because when clients volunteer their response, the nonprofit usually enjoys a hifier 
de= of client suowrt than it would othenvise. And marketing solutions adapt to the 
short-run needs of clients - at least thev should flnant to these needs - and as a result, in 
the short run, the clients will see themselves as king served better than by other, more 
downright methods @23) ."(emphasis added) 

Essentially, he is identifying the backers (i.e. donors) as the customers, a proposition 

entirely consistent with Hansmann's thinking about donative nonprofits. With respezt to 

what he caiis service organhtions (Le. backers and clients), Rados forthrightly observes 



that some are "good deaihg with clients but inept in raising f h d s  and others are the other 

way around." Here, then is a clear acknowledgment of how nonprofits a c W y  cope with 

the multiple constituency marketing problem. 

Rados advances the proposition that a nonprofit's marketing strategy. that is the target 

markets it wishes to idluence and the marketing mix it uses to do this, depends upon a 

variety of intemal and extemal factors and also the type of ownership f o m ~ ' ~  Rados' 

classification scheme includes what in Canada would be crown corporations and 

cooperatives and is therefore too wide to apply to the concerns of this thesis. However, in 

incorporating into the diagnostic, a recognition that ownership form, Le. the nature of the 

constituencies hvolved and their financial control, has a seminal influence on who is 

targeted and why, Rados anticipates Hansmann's theory of enterprise ownership. 

Rados' exposition of the way these three variables (internal and extenial factors and 

form) combine to drive marketing strategy, however, is rudimentary. Rados seems 

unaware that one of the intemal factors he identifies (style) is, in fact a consequence of 

form. Consequently, he points out that a no-seii approach does not seek out clients but 

"instead, if they are lucky, they are pennitted to find out about the organization and what 

it offers.. .This is the style adopted so successfuZZy by Alcoholics Anonymous and copied 

3Rados does not mean that the long tenn effects of adopting behavioun which have been formally 
rnarketed are superficial but that the a d  responses king sought do not involve radical behavioural 
change. 

Rados commmts that '?O this day economics has failed to develop a theory of the effe* of ownmhip 
f o m  on the operation of enterprise" but since "the corporate form dominates" it is of little importance in 
business (p.249). Hansmann's (1996) t r e a k  remedies this deficit. 



by other anonymous organizations" (emphasis added). Later, he cites Mcoholics 

Anonymous as an example of a type of f o m  (common benefit) which because it bas 

memben and not customers or backers, is not concerned about growth but instead focuses 

on delivering a s e ~ c e  in a partîcular way (i.e. a production orientation). But Rados, 

arguing backwards from the marketing strategies of types of nonprofits, does not connect 

the form with the style. 

In summary, Rados' concept of nonprofit marketing, while more in accord with the 

reahies of these organizations, is not Mly operationalized with respect to various types 

of nonprofits. This lack Iimits the value of the marketing technologies he explains since 

they are not advanced with the coIlStraints of any particuiar type of nonprofit. 

2.124 Impact of Marketing on the Nonprofit Mission 

Further difficuities with nonprofit marketing within the exchange paradigm are evidenced 

by treatments of how a marketing strategy rnight affect a nonprofit's mission - its reason 

for king. One of the fundamental ways that nonprofits are dinerent from businesses 

relates to the missions of these organizations. Their control and financial structure is 

such that managers hold the organi75ition in ûust for the various groups of patrons. 

Consequenùy, the mission of these organktions rnust relate back to the particuiar 

conditions which gave rise to their formation. That is, each group of consumers (donors, 

end-users, etc.) needs to be assured that the particular value or concern that lead them to 

patronize a nonprofit is, in fact, being honoured or obviated as the case may be. Hence 



for nonprofits, credibility is the sine qua non of continued existence and the equivalent of 

a business' bottom line. Ln essence, just as a business must make a profit to continue its 

existence, a nonprofit must deliver the programs and services in a trustworthy manner to 

its various constituents." In faft, so important is the trust fmor, that it ovemdes the 

perception of some collstituents of the quality of the services they connune: even when 

measures of the actuai quality are equal to those of a for-profit cornpetitor, they are 

perceived to be less (Fletcher et al. 1995). Nonprofits must be like Caesar's wSe - above 

reproach. 

The mission of a nonprofit is particularly vuinerable to aspects of the marketing 

orientation such as market share and costhenefit analysis. Yet, in the marketing 

literature reviewed below, the impact of these technologies is either not discussed at aii or 

given as an example of what to avoid. For many commercial nonprofits such as the 

Canadian Automobile Association, whose fun& corne fiom the sale of private goods, 

this may not be a problem, but for other types of nonprofits, advice which resulted in a 

diminution O-f their credibility would be a senous blow, yet too often, marketing texts do 

not really seem to perceive this issue. 

For example, the nonprofit manager of a social-change agency who turned to these 

sources for advice on competitive strategies would encounter a discussion on the 

components of a positioning strategy and its importance in dealing with cornpetition 

(Lovelock and Weinberg 1984 p. 196-1 97). However, the ensuing explanation of the two 

" The retreat of the Canadian Red Cross h m  blood collection king a well-hown recent example. 
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"broad positioning strategies available," price (i.e. statu quo) versus a dimension 

unrelated to price (e.g. &dom of choice) does not include a 'talue-added" discussion of 

the pros and cons for the organization of adopting either of these two strategies yet 

clearly for social cause agencies this is a critical element in the decision process. 

Undoubtedly, a nonprofit such as one trying to establish abortion clinics and abortion 

nghts would be quite aware that a public relations campaign based on the notion of 

freedom of choice might generate violent counter-responses fiom conservative fiinge 

groups but this very real kind of codict  between the nonprofit and its b'competitor" is not 

included in marketing strategy chapters. In fact, the following advice, if taken by the 

nonprofit might actually lead to violence: 

"An agency planning to introduce an attitude-change or behavior-change program should 
attempt to assess beforehand the likelihood of different types of cornpetition and develop 
strategies to limit the effectiveness of the cornmtition, be it passive or active." &ovelock 
and Weinberg 1984, p. 197- emphasis added) 

It is hard to imagine such eminent marketing scholars as Lovelock and Weinberg reaily 

intend that a nonprofit engaged in setting up abortion clinics should actually engage in 

what would amount to war. What is more likely is that such advice is the consequence of 

applying a business mode1 to the nonprofit sector without a theoreticai lem which 

criticdly adapts such advice to the unique factors which constitute the nonprofit situation. 

But therein lies the problem. Because a great deal of the marketing advice for nonprofits 

is not really specifïc as to type of nonprofit (Le. donative or commercial) or to the context 

of the outputs which may be quite political, the manager must essentially adapt or ignore 

the advice as is appropriate. M e  managers of nonprofits might be able to do this, 

obviously marketing advice which went M e r  than describing business-based marketing 



techniques n ich  as positioning strategies using nonprofit terms would have much more 

utility . 

Lovelock and Weinberg (1984) quote Kotier's example of the American Lung 

Association as evidence of the problems a nonprofit organization c m  run hto  when it 

"fails to achieve its goals". They assess the problem as one requiring an "amite and 

opportune strategy for accomplishing the organization's purpose and mission" which they 

say is to regain market share. Interestingly, this approach is inconsistent with the 

authors' previous comments on the ramifications of h a k g  a "social profit" for a bottom 

line (Le. not market share) and the diaculty of "balancing the weds and expectations of 

two sets of 'customers' @ 32-33) which in the Arnerican Lung Association's case would 

have k e n  the long-time and probably aging donors whose families had felt the fear 

tuberculosis occasioned and new donors who had less emotional connection. Lovelock 

and Weinberg cite the Amencan Lung Association as an example of an unsuccessful 

organization because its market share of ail the fiinds for major nationai h d t h  agencies 

fell fiom a high of 13 percent to 8 percent in less than a decade. In addition, the 

Association's dependence on the target market for Christmas Seals is criticized because 

new donon who might support other lung diseases were ignored. But what is equdy 

tme is that, in fact, the Amencan Lung Association could be considered a resoimding 

success (i.e. with respect to the threat of tuberculosis) with extremely loyal "satisfied" 

donors (even when tuberculosis was not a threat they were still getting 8 %) to whom 

they felt gratitude and for whom they continueci to nui the programs. Perhaps the reai 

problem faced by the American Lung Association was its inability to manage the conflict 



between the organkation's scruples about abandoning its donors and its desire to 

continue operations with a broader Iung disease mission. 

Lovelock and Weinberg (1984) in a discussion on segmentation point out that %e search 

for new revenue sources often encourages nonprofit orgahztions to go after new and 

more profitable segments only loosely related to the organization's primary mission" (p. 

1 13). Their assessrnent of the impact of this shows, once again, that the lack of theory 

about nonprofit form and consequently its mission (to provide trustworthy services) leads 

to a conclusion that not alI nonprofits would happily contemplate. "The opportunity 

cost", they say, "of gearing up to serve these new segments may be a deterioration of 

seMce quality for the core segment." This is an oblique way of acknowledging that the 

fdout of a marketing orientation is that less desirable ak.a  "core" groups will d e r  

(Adams and Perhutter 1995). 

The example is an intereshg illustration of the contradictions that occur when a business 

bottom line such as market share is exported to the nonprofit sector. Not only does this 

view increase the chances of misdiagnosing the organizational problems, the remedies in 

the form of techniques to increase market share may have negative effects such as 

alienating its are groups or encouraging an enterprise which has achieved its goals to 

keep going when it might be better off to shut down @nicker 1978). Drucker provides a 

point of view which does incorporate the different basis of the nonprofit organization and 

the management problems this creates: 



"Where a market share of 22 percent might be perfectly satisfactory to a business, a 
'rejection' by 78 percent of iu 'constituents' - or even by a much smaller proportiona - 
would be W to a budget-based hitution. And this means that the service institution 
h d s  it hard to set priorities; it mus  instead try to placate everyone by doing a Iittle bit of 
everything - which, in effea means achieving nothing.. .The temptation is great, 
therefore, to respond to Iack of resuits by redoubling efforts. " 

Hence market share thinking created by the uncritical transfer of business methodologies 

Leads to market share problems in multiple constituency nonprofits 

Kotler, dixussing the problems of costhenefit analysis applied to value-based programs 

such as those designed to prevent dropping out of school asserts that the dollar benefits 

assumed by such prograrns "should be stated clearly" (p.268). This would be 

unremarkable were it, in fact, possible to estimate these kinds of benefits. While it is 

possible to compare the lifetime eamings or the unemployment rates of those who don7t 

drop out with those who do such figures only indicate the dollar value to an individual of 

staying in school. They cm not be directly ~ l a t e d  into the dollar benefits of prograrns 

which may have had an influence on that decision. However, because of the exchange 

theory paradigm which requires costhenefit analysis, Kotler goes M e r  and asserts that 

notwithsbnding critical resentment of %e notion that everything worthwhile can be 

measured in dollars" any difficulties which ensue '&are not created by the technique (i.e. 

costlbenefit analysis) but.. . because the world is complex" (p. 269). UnfortunateIy it is 

complex in difEerent ways for nonprofits and businesses. Success and failure in the 

nonprofit sector have theoretically radically different meanings than those for businesses 

and marketing to achieve those ends requires a completely Merent application (Drucker 

1 978). Again, Gassier (1 986) provides a rationale: 

" For instance the ciifference between 13% and 8% 



"The probiem is that our criterion for evduation of the efficiency of nonprofit enterprises 
is taken fiom the allocative function whereas nonprofit enterpises are very ofken set up 
mostiy to perfonn environmentai functions. Therefore, the criterion that economists use 
- allocative efficiency - is simply t w  narmw or inappropriate to apply to public or 
private nonprofit enterprises because it is based on a mode1 of economic behaviour that 
assumes away the problems diat the enterprises in question are set up to solve." 

Theoreticdy, if nonprofits are firms in disguise as the marketing texts reviewed above 

implicitly suggest, only differing in form rather than substance, one would expect their 

numbers to be d e c 1 i . g  not growing owing to the greater efficiency with which for-profit 

finm would provide comparable services ( Hamann 1980;Weisbrod 1988). Hansmann 

points out, in fact when the factors that militate against the for-profit fonns have abated 

(Le. inadequate disclosure laws, tax loopholes etc.) one consequence is a decline in the 

number of nonprofit firms in the afTected industry. 

On the subject of the substantive differences between nonprofits and businesses and the 

wholesale adoption of management techniques without the adaptations required by their 

different place in the economic logic, Dnicker (1978) points out that intemZZy, the 

management of a nonprofit does not differ much fiom that of a business - Yhe Merences 

tend to be merences in temiinology rather than in substance" - but extemaily, 

management is not about market share or r e m  on capital but about achieving the 

mission. Exhortations that nonprofits become businesslike can renilt in " s e ~ c e s  

essentid to the fulfillment of the institution's purpose (king) slighted or lopped off in the 

name of eficiency". Th- Dnicker sees the basic management problem of nonprofits is 

not how to increase efficiency or gain market share but how to deal with Iack of 

effectiveness - that is not achieving the mandate that initiated the enterprise. 



McLeish relies heavily on business theorists and business examples which perhaps 

explains an almost perverse reading of the nonprofit ratiode. For instance, his 

evaluation of the merits of a cause and product strategy (Le. product orientation) is based 

on the "hterrelaîionship between what a nonprofit organizttion offers and what the 

market wants to buy or support. Ignoring this ..cari be detrimental because they may be 

producing services or products that the market simply does not want" (p. 167). The actuaI 

niccessful behaviour of cause and product strategy nonprofits, however, is quite different. 

Mothers Against Drunk Driving or Real Women or Greenpeace did not care about 

whether the market would accept their idea or product when they launched their crusades 

- in fact it was the passion of their conviction in a process somewhat andogous to product 

innovation (von Hippel 1982)lg that created the acceptance for what later became 

mairiStream causes (cf. Gassler's (1 986) systemic h c t i o n  supra). 

The authon reviewed, notwithstanding the way in which they focus on various aspects of 

the marketing challenges in nonprofit organizations are nearly all working kom a theory 

which ody sees direct quid pro quo exchanges, even if what is k i n g  exchanged has been 

enlarged to encompass intangibles such as ideas and other intangibles. Consequently, 

even though each acknowledges the way in which nonprofits are not businesses, the 

marketing techniques and strategies prescribed by these authors are exactly the same as 

those for businesses and for the same reasons - to increase market s h e .  What the 

foregoing analysis shows is that despite the broadened concept of exchange, it is not 

1 am indebted to Lisa Watson., M.M.S. graduate mident, Carleton University, Ottawa, Canada for this 
idea. 



possible to translate marketing methodologies and the marketing orientation into the 

nonprofit context without senous logical fallacies (Gassler 1986) and that these 

rnethodologies have the potentiai to exacerbate the very problems they are trying to solve. 

At a guess, it appears that the root of the problem facing al1 these writers is the problems 

created by the lack of a role for nonprofit outputs in neoclassical economic theory 

(Ostrander 1987). While this is not a problem that can be remedied in a fundamental way 

in the short tem? a recognition of the co&ts of the nonprofit context as exempMed 

by different types of nonprofit fï.m would go some distance towards providing more 

salient marketing advice to the managers of these h s .  



2.13 Measares of Marketing Orientation 

Kohli and Jaworski (1990) in a sweeping review of the fiterature of the past 35 years on 

the m a r k e ~ g  concept observe: 

"Though the marketing concept is "the cornerstone of the marketing discipline, very littie 
attention has been given to its implementaîion ...( A) close examination of the literature 
reveais a lack of clear definition, Iittie careh1 attention to measurement issues, and 
virtually no empirically-based theory. Further, the literature pays little attention to the 
contextuai factors that may make a market orientation either more or les appropriate for 
a particular business" (p. 1 ) 

A foliow-up paper (Kohli Jaworkski and Kumar, 1993) on the problem of 

measuring market orientation commented on the "relatively little systematic 

effort" that had been devoted to developing "valid measures" of market 

orientation. That paper then laid out the premises and validation processes for 

such a measure. The resulting scale, MARKOR, was a measure of marketing 

orientation in goods-producing for-profit organbtions and is reproduced in Table 

1. MARKOR undenvent "several rounds of pretesting, single-informant 

assessrnent and a multi-informant (marketing and nonmarketing executives) 

replication and extension " (Kohli Jaworkski and Kumar1993 p.467). The 

resulting 20-item scale validation tests were moderately supportive of a marketing 

orientation comtmct consisting of one general market orientation factor, one 

factor for intelligence generation, one factor for dissemination and 

responsiveness, one marketing infoxmant factor and one nonmarketing informant 

factor. With respect to the application of the scale, the authors conclude: 

"the most exciting measurement extensions may lie in non-profit organizations, non- 
traditional organizational forms or non-standard marketing applications. We expect that 
the component perspective and many of the scaie items can be ûansferred directiy to 
these l e s  mainstI.eam areas" (p. 475). 



Raju, Lonial and Gupta (1995) subsequently adapted this scale to evaiuate the degree to 

which a sample of hospitals exhibited a marketing orientation and the relationship 

between the degree of marketing orientation and perfomiance. These researchers re- 

worded manufachiring-based items to accommodate the hospital settuig and terminology. 

The modified fom of MARKOR is reproduced in Table 2. These authors report a few 

other studies looking at the concept in hospitals but note that these studies al1 used 

different instruments with 'imidirnensional comtructs and only a single score" 

With respect to the nonprofit sector, only one attempt to measure the marketing 

orientation was found (Banting and Mahatoo 1986). However, the study in question 

approached the topic from the point of view of the perceptions of the general public 

toward the Hamilton Lung Association and assessed the application of the marketing 

concepts to this charity via focus groups. 



3.0 Research Questions 

As the literature review suggests, it is the degree to which a business can segment 

heterogeneous markets and target one or more of those segments to meet the customer 

and organization needs which detennines whether a marketing orientation is an 

appropriate way for a business to align its products and marketing stcategy. Moreover, 

implementing this type of organizational culture requires a great deal of cornmitment and 

topdown support fiom key personnel. Since nonprofits by definition do not have 

homogeneous customers but rather exist to satise the heterogeneous demands of a 

variety of patrons, it foilows that nonprofits are not necessarily good candidates for this 

approach, notwithstanding long-standing advice that they do so. In addition, not only are 

nonprofits are not al1 alike, the various types may represent evolutionary stages of a 

proto-business structure which is eventually replaced in the economy by patron-owned 

finns. Hence it is possible that only those types most similar to businesses would 

present the necessary conditions to warrant a marketing orientation. 

Since one of the rationaies for a marketing orientation in nonprofits is that it will create a 

more responsive organization which provides better customer satisfaction, increased wh 

flow and more and better services (Andreasen 1982; Kotler 1982) it follows that how a 

nonprofit defines which group consitute the customers whose satisfaction generates the 

cash flow has important -ramifications for the application of a marketing orientation. 

Nonprofits are missiondriven organbtions who attract patrons sympathetic to the 

organhtion's rationale. Hence it is possible that adoption of a marketing orientation 



which selects one group to satise may require changes to the mission and mandate and 

affect the autonomy of the organization. These considerations suggested that the degree 

to which a nonprofit has a homogeneous group of constituents on which its viability 

depends was a critical factor in whether or not a marketing orientation will be adopted. 

Viability and homogeneity were assessed using Hansmann's typdogy. 

These considerations suggested two broad research questions. 

1. What is the nature of the relationship between the type of nonprofit and the degree of 

marketing orientation it exhibits? 

2. What is the nature of the relationship between the degree to which a nonprofit 

exhibits a marketing orientation and whether it has experienced changes in its focus 

and mission and the type of beneficiary served? 

The thesis tested the hypothesis that nonprofits f d  into four categories depending on the 

way they are financed and controlled. These categories were M e r  hypothesized to be 

predictors of degree of marketing orientation: those categories most like businesses (i.e. 

commercial) having a greater degree of marketing orientation than those least like 

businesses (i.e. donatives). The nul1 hypothesis that these categories are not predictive of 

a marketing orientation is thus: 

H, There is no relationship between the sources of financing and control of a nonprofit 

and the degree of marketing onentation it exhibits. 



Alternate hypotheses conceming which categories of nonprofits are more or less like1y to 

have a marketing orientation were constructed based on the degree to which it is 

necessary to satise certain groups of patrons. It was hypothesized that contrary to 

marketing management advice to nonprofits, it is not the end-user patrons but the patrons 

who h c e  the programs and services of a nonprofit whose satisfaction is essential and 

the group towards whom the marketing activities will be directed. Hence: 

HA Commercial mutual nonprofits would have the highest degree of marketing 

orientation of the four types. 

HA Donative entrepreneurial wodd have the least degree of marketing orientation of the 

four m e s .  

HA Donative mutuai and commercial entrepreneurial wouid have intermediate degrees of 

marketing orientation. 

HA Mutuai nonprofits, comolled by their patrons, wodd have a greater degree of 

marketing orientation than entrepreneurid nonprofits, whose patrons do not control them. 

HA Donative nonprofits, whose revenue is principdy from donations and grants would 

have a lesser degree of marketing orientation than commercial nonprofits whose income 

is derived fkom prices charged for services. 

Nonprofit organhtions are fomed to provide senrices to a hetemgeneous group of 

patrons. Since no group owns the enterprise and management provides the services to the 

beneficiaries in trust for the donors, the mission and focus of the nonprofit and the type of 

beneficiary served is the selection mechanism by which donon decide to provide 

financial support. Historically govemment has provided a large percentage of the fun& 



for many nonprofits but these amounts have been reduced under the impact of 

government restnicturing and debt control initiatives. In order to continue to provide 

programs and senices, nonprofits have adapted their programs to suit the requirements of 

governent contracts One the one hand, broadening the mandate or mission permits the 

organization to q u w  for more govemment fimding because of the more generalist 

posture it presents. On the other hand targeting beneficiaries for which there are more 

sources of support pennits the organization to diverse its funding. Both responses 

suggest that those who supply the sources of funding are the customers of the nonprofit 

who must be satisfied. Consequently, nonprofits which have experienced changes in 

mission and focus and type of beneficiary served were hypothesized to be nonprofits 

exhibithg more marketing orientation than those that have not. Hence the nuii 

hypothesis of no relationship was: 

H, The presence of marketing orientation in a nonprofit organization is not related to 

changes in the mission, focus and type of beneficiary served. 

Altemate hypothesa relating to which types of nonprofits are more Iikely to experience 

changes in mission and beneficiaries were based on the degree to which the various types 

are dependent on govemment or alternate funding. Donative nonprofit organi7;itions are 

the most dependent on government contracts hence they were hypothesized to exhibit 

more change in mission and beneficiary served than other types. Conversely, commercial 

nonprofits are typically competing with for-profit £hm for market share and have very 

little govemment support. In addition, this type was hypothesized to represent nonprofit 

structures which are being supeneded by for-profit fimis but which can maintain their 



presence by vimie of the interest on capital assets. Hence this type would experience 

little need to change their mission and beneficiary to amct more sources of hd ing .  

Hence: 

HA Evidence of a marketing orientation in donative nonprofit organizations would be 

associated with changes in focus and mission. 

HA Evidence of a marketing orientation in commercial nonprofit organizations would not 

be associated with changes in focus and mission. 

HA Donative nonprofit organizations who exhibit a marketing orientation would exhibit 

more changes in mission and beneficiary served than those that do not. 

HA Commercial nonprofits who exhibit a marketing orientation would exhibit less 

changes in mission and beneficiary served than donative nonprofits. 



4.0 Research Methodology 

A questionnaire was mailed in early November to the executive directors of 270 

nonprofit organizations located in the Ottawa area A country-wide postal mike at 

Canada Post, one week after the questionnaires had most likely reached their destination 

delayed and possibly inhibited the responses. The strike ran fiom November 19, 1 997 

until December 4, 1997. As soon as the postal strike was over, a reminder was faxed to 

all the organiirations which had not reesponded, encouraging them to do so. The nonprofit 

organizations which responded constituted the sample used in the research. In total, 97 

completed nweys were renimed, a response rate of 36%. The two sampling m e s  

fkom which the respondents came had a total population of 270. These sampling fiames 

are described below: 

1. The Ottawa chapter of the Canadian Society of Association Executives. 

This organi;ration, itself a nonprofit, is one of thirteen Canadian chapters whose aim is to 

promote the profession of association management. The Onawa chapter focuses on 

providing education, information, a forum for consensus building and networking 

oppomuiities for both executive and business members. The mission of CSAE is to 

provide the association community with the means to be more effective and to coneïbute 

to a better society. 



A questionnaire was sent to every executive director or member of the Ottawa chapter, a 

total of 222. This was done in an attempt to gamer responses f3om the three types of 

associations which the h e  was thought to contain (donative muhial, commercial 

entrepreneurial and commercial donative). The responses are not, therefore, the result of 

a random sampling process. Of the 222 surveyed, a total of 73 responded for a response 

rate of 32%. 

2. The agencies funded by the United Way of Ottawa-Carleton. 

The Ottawa-Carleton United Way is a nonprofit agency which aims to promote 

community sharing and to facilitate the delivery of social services. It firnds to varying 

extents programs of local social senice agencies. These agencies are the sampling M e  

which was surveyed, again in its entirety, to secure sufncient responses fiom the donative 

entrepreneurial types that such agencies represent. Of 48 agencies fimded in part by the 

United Way , a total of 22 responded for a 45% response rate. 

4.1 Covering Letters 

A draft cover letter urging participation in the survey supplied by the researcher was 

endorsed by both the ûttawa chapter of the CSAE and the Ottawa-Carleton United Way 

without change. Thus ail recipients received the same rationale for participating in the 

research by their supporthg agency. In addition, a letter supplied by the researcher 

provided more discussion about the dearth of research into nonprofits and the need for 

data, given the current difncult economic climate for a number of these organi7ations. 



The excellent response rate cm be attributed in part to the fact that this is an accurate 

reflection of the reaiity facing these organizations. 

4 3  Categories of Nonprofits 

Each of the organizations was classined into one of Hansmann's types, according to the 

way the organization was h c e d  and controlled. To determine the way in which the 

o r g h t i o n  was finance4 respondents were asked to provide a list of sources of income 

and provide the percentages supplied by each source both at the time the survey was 

completed and five years prior. ControI was ascertained by providing five-point scales 

ranging fiom "strongly agree" to "strongiy disagree" conceming the populations fiom 

which the board of directon was drawn. Table 1 presents the way in which the control 

and fûnding decisions combined to categorize a respondent's a priori category. 

TABLE 1 
A PRIORI CATEGORIZATION RULE FOR NONPROFITS 

SOURCE OF CONTROL SOURCE OF TYPE 
FlNANCLNG 

board fiom dues-paying + membershipfeesas = Donative Mutual 
members largest source of income 
board fiom dues-paying + f a  for products and = Commercial 
members services as Iargest Mutuais 

source or qua1 % 
membenhip fees and 
fees for products and 
services 

board fiom the comunity + multiple sources of = Donative 
or board from community funding and minimal Enûepreneurials 
and membenhip membenhip fees 
board fiom the community + fees for products and = Commercial 

services Entre~reneurials 
. . - -. - - - - - - - - - - - 

The way in which these classification d e s  were operationahd to actually categorize 

the nonprofit organizations is taken up in the next two sections. 



4.2.1 Source of Control 

Hansnann's typology does not operationalize either of the two dimensions which mate 

the four types and so it was necessary to develop this process to place the organktions 

into a priori categories. The process required that each nonprofit be assessed on each 

dimension. Responses to the contml question established whether the organization was a 

mutual or an entrepreneurid and those to the finance question determîned whether it was 

a donative or an entrepreneurid. Table 2 sets out the way responses to the control 

variable were used to make tentative decisions on the control dimension. It shows each 

control variable, its definition, the points on the Likert scale that were used to classa it 

and the tentative category assigned. 

TABLE 2 
D m S I O N  f - SOURCE OF CONTROL 

VARZABLE DEF.'INITION MEA!nRE NONPROFIT m E  

CONTROL~ selected o d y  kom Likert Ipoint scaie y a  = Mu& (hindrng- 
primary comiments strongly agree and agree source used to f i n a h  

somewhat - yes which type of munraI) 
cohrrnoi-2 selected only from dues- Likert Ipoint seale no to CONTROLl and 

paying rnernbers =W$Y W e  t a w e  yes to CONTROL 2 = 
somewhat - yes E n t r e p r e n d  
neither agree or disagree, (funkg source ured ro 
disagree somewhy strongly finalize which rype) . - 
drsagree - no 

~0hrrn0r3  selected only from the Likert 5-point scaIe yes - E n u e p r e n d  
community strongiy agree and agree (funding source useci to 

somewhat = yes £ i d i z e  which type) 
C O ~ A R O L ~  partly from Likm 5-point d e  yes - E n t r e p r e n d  

membership/pady from strongiy agree and agree (funding source used to 
community somewhat - yes halize which type) 



The four control variables were i w d  in conjunction with one another since they do not 

describe munially exclusive groups. This is because the terminology used by nonprofits 

themselves and the concepts which currently exist to thuik about these organizations are 

not definitive in this regard. For instance, "member" can mean anything nom a token 

membership involving trivial amounts of money and t h e  to a full-fledged membership in 

a professional body whose certification processes are needed by the member to function 

in society. Thus a response which agrees that the board is selected from dues-paying 

members (Table 2 - CONTROLZ) can rnean that the dues paid are a primary source of 

funding or represent only token amounts. The response to "selected f?om the primary 

constituents" (CONTROL 1) needed to be used in conjunction with that to "selected f?om 

dues-paying members" (CONTROL2) in order to assess whether that board is a munial 

since it is this combinaaon of dues-paying members who are primary constituents which 

d e h e s  a munial nonprofit. 

As Table 2 shows, any organization who indicated strong or moderate agreement to 

"board selected nom primas. constituents" (CONTROL 1) was automaticaily classified as 

a mutual (Hansmann 1980). The final step in the classification process for mutuals was a 

detemination from the second dimension (financing) whether the organization shouid be 

classified as a donative mutual (money supplied by membership fees) or commercial 

rnutual (money mpplied fiom fees for products and services). Similariy, respondents 

who agreed strongly or somewhat that their boards were selected only from the 

colll~nufllty (CONTROL3) were automatidy classified as entrepreneurials and their 

final designation as donative entrepreneurid or commercial entrepreneurid determined 



by an assessrnent of the source of theK funding. ï he  final steps in the classification 

process are described in section 4.2.2. 

For organizations which disagreed with CONTROL 1 and CONTRûL3 (Le. they selected 

the mid-point on the Likert scale, disagreed somewhat or disagreed strongly) iterative 

steps were needed to make a classification. The first step was to detennine the response 

to "board fkom dues- paying members" (CONTROL2). 0rgani;raîïons which said no (i.e. 

neither agreed or disagreed or disagreed somewhat or disagreed strongly) were classified 

as entrepreneurials. This is because an entrepreneurid by definition has its board h m  

the community (however that is defined) and doesn't have dues-paying members in the 

ordinary meaning of that tem. The fïndings nom the second dimension of fûnding for 

these types was used to venfy the classification. Responses to "board partly fiom 

commun@ and pady fkom membership" (CONTROL4) were not needed for 

classification purposes, as it turned out, because the combinations provided by the first 

three control variables were sufficient to categork al1 the organi;rations. 

At this stage of the classification process, then, the nonprofit organizations had been 

tentatively classified as either mutuals or entrepreneurials. To complete the classScation 

process, information kom the second dimension, sources of ftnding was needed for the 

final designation as either a donative or a commercial. How this information was used is 

described next. 



4.23 Sources of Funding 

The second dimension, source of financing, was m e a d  by coilating categories of 

incorne sources. Each agency was asked to supply a List of sources of financing and the 

percentage of organization fùnding supplied by each for the present period. There were 

six funding categories with percentages for the fûnding in the current period. The data 

were screened to ensure that no case's total percentage exceeded 100%. Three 

respondents did not provide percentages. The organimtions were contacted to remedy the 

lack. Two supplied the data and the third did not respond. This case was dropped 

completely from the analysis since it could not be categorized. Table 3 presents the 

category definitions and variable names. 

TABLE 3 

CATEGORIES OF EUNDING 
EUNDING CATEGORY VARIABLES FUNDING SOURCE DESCRIPTION 

SALES - percentages from rhe current period voluntary retail-like h c d  transactions from 
sale of producu and services, regisuation fees, 

and sponsonhipr 
UNITEDWAY - purenuga from the curruit funding obuined from donations indudlig any 
period funding allocated h m  the United Way of 

OttaWa-Carleton as well as tbat fiom individual 
dono* and from unspded fundraising 
activities of chariues 

FUNDRAISING - percenrages L-om the funding obtained from occasional fundraising - 
current period aaitivities of noncharitable o ~ t i o n s  
MEMBERSHIP - percentages from the current funding paid by membus ho9psoever def;nedsl - .  
period 
GOVCONTRACT - percentages from the funding from contracts with any Iwel of 
current period government 
GOVGRANT - percentages from the m e n t  fund;np from govemment conuibutions or p t s  

" initially corporate donations were not included on the grounds that the donations might not be 
disinterested,. The total was toa small to warrant that conclusion and the amounts were incorporateci into 
the United Way category. 
31 mernbership is not a unitary concept in nonprofits hence rnembership fces can mcan token amounts or 
very substantial amounts. 



Hansmann's typology distinguishes between nonprofits which are funded fkom donations 

(donatives) and those which are h d e d  fiom quid pro quo transactions (commercials). In 

order to arrive at two categories of funding which corresponded to these qualitatively 

different funding sources, the six categories describeci in Table 3 were coliapsed into two 

basic categories of funding. Table 4 sets out the two funding categories, their definitions 

and way they were used to finalize the categorization process. 

DIMENSION 2 - SOURCE OF FINANCING 

VARIABLE DEFINITION MEASURE NONPROFIT TYPE 

FEE funding from SALES + nrm of reporced if FEE > GRANT 
GOVT. CONTRACT + percemages - Commercials - 
MEMBERSHiP FEE 

GRANT fuoding from GOVGRANT nun of reported if GRANT > FEE 
+UNITEDWAY+ percentages - Dona& 
FUNDRAISING 

The process used to finalize the a priori nonprofit type was an iterative one. First the 

percentage of fiinding fiom quid pro quo exchanges (FEE) was compared to that fiom 

donations (GRANT). The category with the Iargest amount defined the o r g ~ t i o n ' s  

position on the h c e  dimension: a predominance of funding fIom quid pro exchanges 

positioned the organization as a commercial while a predominance fkom donations meant 

it was a donative. These positions when combined with those established fioom 

examining the sources of control fïnalized the a prion categorization of the nonprofits. 

There were 45 donative mutuais, 32 donative entrepreneurials, 12 commercial mutuals 

and 6 commercial entrepreneurials. 



4 3  Survey Instrument 

The research was designed to measure the degree to which various types of nonprofits 

exhibit a marketing orientation and whether evidence of a marketing orientation is 

accompanied by declared changes in mission and mandate. 

Market orientation was measured using the MARKOR instrument designed by Kohli, 

Jaworkski, and Kumar (1993). The modïfied version of MARKOR used by Raju, Lonial 

and Gupta (1995) for a s w e y  of hospitals was pretested with two nonprofit organizations 

with the following modifications: "'hospital" was changed to '"organization"; "customers" 

or "patients" were changed to "constituents" and "price changes" to "senice changes". 

As a result of the pretest "departments" was changed to "departments or people" to 

reflect the small size of many nonprofit organhtions. No other changes were made to 

this version of MARKOR so that the marketing orientation could be measured in as 

similar way as possible in these organizations as it had been in the hospital and 

manufacturing sectors. AU of the market orientation questions utilized the same five- 

point scales of the modified MARKOR used by Raju, Lonid and Gupta (1995). 

The attributes of the marketing orientation m e a s d  by MARKOR are intelligence 

generation, intelligence dissemination and responsiveness and as such represent a process 

which starts with monitoring customer needs and prefe~nces, relaying that Somat ion  to 

the organization and acting in response to the information in ways designed to satisfy the 

identified needs and wants. 



As it tumed out, the questions which referred to cornpetition, a centrai tenet of the 

marketing orientation, were inherently problematic for a number of the donative 

entrepreneurial organizations (charities). Often, these questions were either not answered 

or marked not applicable. Less commonly the respondents took the trouble to express 

their discodort with not oniy the achial wording but the thnist of the question. 

Because nonprofits by definition exist to balance the diverse interests of a varieîy of 

constituencies (as opposed to the more focused interests of a group of owners) with 

sometimes quite dinerent agendas, d e t e r e g  the number and nature of these 

constituencies was an important pre-requisite to assessing the degree to which the end- 

users' needs were met. It will be recalled that marketing theory is clear that the value of a 

marketing orientation in a nonprofit is its ability to improve cash flow and service to the 

end-users (Kotler 1982; Lovelock and Weinberg 1984; Andreasen 1 982). The survey 

accomplished this by providing some examples of constituencies and asking the 

organization to list as primary those coIlStituents for whom they provided the services and 

as secondary those whom they considered to have a special interest in seeing the service 

delivered. They were then asked to respond to five-point scales ranging again fkorn 

"strongly agree" to "strongly disagree" regarding the characteristics of their primary 

constituents and the ways in which the organization may have changed to meet those 

ne& or the requirements of funcihg sources. 



5.0 Data Anabsis 

The data d y s i s  was conducted to test the research hypotheses (Section 3.1) that 

nonprofits fa11 hto four categories depending on the way they are financed and controiled 

and that these categories were 1. predictive of the degree of marketing orientation 

exhibited to end-users and 2. that evidence of a marketing orientation would be 

coincidental with changes in mission, focus and type of beneficiary served. Thus the 

second research hypothesis was dependent on the nrst. Accordingly, a data analysis 

strategy based on mdtivariate considerations and the limitations of the available 

statisticai tools was developed. 

As mentioned, the first research hypothesis which looked at the relationship between the 

h d i n g ,  control and marketing orientation variables drove the analysis. Funding and 

control data had been utilized to classi@ the organhtions a priori according to 

Hmmann's typology but these a prion classifications needed to be verified through a 

Discriminant Anaiysis procedure. In other words, using the classification scheme 

without verification would have assurned away the problem that was king as~essed.~~ 

Moreover, as spelled out in s teved3 reliable results require no more than 20 subjects per 

variable, a requirement which necessitated that ody variables with intrinsic meaning be 

used for the Discriminant Analysis routine. Given that there were 95 usable responses, 

'' For an analogous but shpler version of the verification of a prion categories using similar variables see, 
Stevens, James, "Appiied Muhivariate Scatistics for Social Sciences" Lawrence Erlbaum Ass. hc .  New 
Jersey, 1996. P. 289, question 4. 



this meant that ideally no more than five variables were opfimum. In addition, because 

the Discriminant Analysis routine relies on multivariate processes, these variables needed 

to be assessed for violations of mdtivariate normality. Techniques for assessing 

multivariate normality are only available through MANOVA routines in SPSS, however 

since MANOVA and Discriminant Analysis are m h r  image statisticai processes, this 

did not add unnecessary analysis? The final consideration underlying the data analysis 

m tegy  was the need to avoid wherever possible capitalizing on chance3' which 

pmctically speaking means assessing the variables for i n d i c  meaning rather than 

through statistical processes. 

These considerations lead to a data d y s i s  strategy with three steps for the first research 

hypothesis. The £kt sep, developing variables with intrïnsic meaning was accomplished 

by Exploratory Factor Analysis of the 3 1 marketing orientation items and assessrnent of 

the sets of finance and control variables. The second step utilized a MANOVA to 

provide the multivariate diagnostics and to assess which variables were signincant in 

differentiating the nonprofit types as defined a priori. The third step was a Discriminant 

Analysis for understanding the contribution of each significant variable to the 

discriminant fûnctions and to validate the a priori classincation scheme outlined in the 

methodology. Beginning with an overall description of the organizations studied, each 

part of the data analysis is described below in tum. 

33 Stevens, James, "Applied Multivariate Statistics for Social Sciences" Lawrence Erlbaum Ass. hc. New 
Jersey, 1996. P. 288 
Y See Stevens p 261 and Tabachik p.27. Also, personal e-mail communication h m  Dr. Roland Thomas. 
'' Stevens p 37, p 227 



5.1 The Nature of the Nonprofit Organizations Shidied 

As previously described, the 270 nonprofit organiirations which are members of the 

Ottawa-Carleton United Way or the Ottawa branch of the Canadian Society of 

Association Executives were contacteci through a mail nirvey addressed to their executive 

directors. Responses were obtained fkom 95 organizations. 75 % of those responhg 

occupied high Ievels in the organization and were either executive directon, presidents, 

chief operating officers or vice presidents. The remaining 25% of the respondents 

ciassified themselves as co-ordinator (6%), director (14%), program manager (2%) or 

failed to provide a title (3%). Of 95 responses, 90 or 95% agreed strongly that "the day- 

to-day management of our organization is handled by a full-tune saiaried manager". 

5.1.1 Economic Functions 

Not a great deal was known about the nonprofit organhtions which responded since 

details about their size were not requested and were not centrai to the research. However, 

fiom discussions with the two sponsoring organizations, the local chapters of the 

Canadian Society of Association Executives and the United Way, it is clear that 

respondent organizations Vary fiom very large nonprofit organizations with national 

pronles and many departments to very d organizations with only a local presence. 

The one descriptive piece of information which was requested was the wording of the 

mission statement. These statements were then used to sort each organktion according 

to the economic fiinction (Gassler 1986) they appeared to perform. Only one organization 



did not nipply a statement This sorthg was only approximate since the mission 

statements do not identify the economic functiom (qua Gassler) they perfomi directiy 

but merely describe the rationale of the orgaizaîion. As such, therefore, they are only 

suggestive. 

This sorting process produced a number of discemible groups, the largest of which (2 1%) 

provides the economic function of establishing tastes - an environmentai bc t ion .  In this 

group are organizations which support an ongoing debate through their memberships hto 

policy areas such as the requirernents for new professions or the development of new 

trade policies for the products their members seii in the market. StiIi others stimulate 

public debate on emerging public policy areas in various aspects of health and education 

and govemance. The next largest group was composed of organizations which provide 

merit goods - an ailocative function. These were 20% of the total and includes such 

activities as forestry expertise or figure skating pro- and services. The third larges 

group with 15% of the total were made up of organi;lations providing the hhsimcture 

for the delivery of community programs which deiiver food to seniors or provide 

telephone reqmnse capabiiity to those in emotional distress - what Gassler describes as 

the allocative function for public goods. The two systemic functions - building trust and 

providing infornation were judged to be provided by 14% and 13% of the total nurnber 

responding and included a wide diversity of organimtions which provide everythhg h m  

scouting programs to providing information about fiequency cosrdination. The 

remaining percentages were 7% for the aiiocative risk fiuiction (e.g. ski patrol, distress 

centre); 5% for the allocative standards fûnction (nursing programs); and 2% for the 

92 



environmental fùnctions of developing technology (environmental analysis labs) and 

resource endowments (schools of nming). Hence the range of quasi-economic functions 

performed by these organizations is very broad. 

5 3  Step One of Analysis - First Research Hypothesis 

The first null research hypothesis was that there was no relationship between the sources 

of financing and control of a nonprofit and the degree of marketing orientation it exhibits. 

As described above, the goal of the first step of the data analysis was to develop variables 

to test this. The first set of variables to be assessed were the control variables, discussed 

next. 

5.2.1 The Control Variables: Primary Constituents and Dues-Payers 

Because the way control is defined is critical to a nonprofit, it was necessary to assess 

which control variables were significant for the control function. As discussed, of the 

four control variables, only one, that which asked whether the board was selected ody 

h m  dues-paying members did not produce a straightforward a priori category for the 

organi7ation. This is because dues-paying board members can be either primary 

constituents who pay nibstantial dues or community members who pay token dues. The 

distinction is important since it is quite dificuit for 'Yokeny' members to affect board 

policy and direction. Fullydîedged membership is usually needed in order to do that As 

a practical matter, then regarding the research question issue of the relationship between 

nonprofit type and the marketing orientation, it was necessary to assess the degree to 



which these two control variables were correlated. A high degree of correlation would 

simiifv Wtual overlap with a corresponding decrease in the ability of either vanable to 

discriminate nonprofit type. Similarly, a low degree of correlation would signify that 

both variables were needed for discriminating between nonprofit types. A Chi square test 

of association between board selected from primary constituents and board selected only 

fiom dues-paying members was run at alpha .OS. As Table 5 shows, r = -55 (p. = 

<.O00 1). This finding confimis that board selected ody fiom dues-paying members is 

signincant in differentiating nonprofit type. For this reason, the variable was retained to 

test the research hypothesis. 

TABLE 5 



5.2.2 The Fnnding Variables 

This section assesses the second set of variables which define nonprofits, the fiinding 

variables. As discwed, there are fiindamentally two ways that nonprofits are hinded. 

They can be fûnded through donations - which includes any funding aven without a 

dennite expectation of something in r e m  or fees - a category which captures all the 

retail-üke transactions in which these organizations engage. As the classification process 

made clear, nonprofits often use both types of funding. To detemine the degree to which 

each funding variable was signincantly related to type of nonprofit, an ANOVA at alpha 

.O5 was run between each type of funding and nonprofit type. Table 6 displays the 

results. 

TABLE 6 

ANOVA - FEE .%ND GRANT FOR NONPROFIT TYPm 

Sum of 
Squares df McanSqrtarc F Sig. 

FEE BenvtaiCiroups ( C b m b t d i  94918377 3 31639.459 54.532 -000 

Dev*On 92927.811 2 46463.905 80.083 -000 
Within Groups 

Total 147136.375 93 
GR AN^ BawecnCroups (Combiacd) 88554.674 3 29518.225 57.670 .ûûû 



Both fee-type funding (p. = < -001) and donation-type funding (p.= t001) discriminate 

nonprofit type. Consequently, both of these variables were retained for hypothesis 

testing . 

One of the critical issues for nonprofit organizations is the number of b d i n g  sources. 

Theoretically the more sources of funding there are the harder it should be for an 

organization to market effectively to any one of them. Hence, the number of funding 

sources should be related to whatever degree of marketing orientation a nonprofit 

exhibits. To examine the degree to which the number of fiuiding sources was related to 

type of nonprofit a new variable was created (NUMFUND) which counted al1 the 

categories of fûnding'6 utilized by an organization. Table 7 presents the means and 

standard deviations of the number of h d i n g  sources for each type of nonprofit and Table 

8 shows that an ANOVA at alpha .O5 found that these means differ significantly between 

types of nonprofits. Given these results this variable was retained for hypothesis testing. 

TABLE 7 
NUMBER OF FUNDLNC SOURCES BY TYPE OF NONPROFîT 

36 Excluding, as before, interest and investment as sources of income 



TABLE 8 

WrthuiGmrrps 

Total 

5.23 Analysis of Raw Scores of the Marketing Variables 

An analysis of the raw scores of the marketing variables was not needed to test the 

research hypothesis but is provided as background Uifonnation. Table 1 (Appendk A) 

sets out the measures of central tendency for the marketing scores for each type of 

nonprofit. Overail, the mean for ai l  four types was 88.05. The possible range of scores on 

MARKOR is firom 3 1 (each item scored as strongly agree) to 155 (each item scored as 

strongly disagree). However, some items were reverse worded. There were 9 negatively 

worded items. Hence a consistently rated response (one which reversed responses 

appropriately for every reverse worded item) had an effective range fiom 67 (22 positive 

items scored as strongly agree and 9 negative items scored as strongly disagree) to 119 

(22 positive items scored as strongly disagree and 9 negative items scored as strongly 

agree) with the mid-point at 93. It should be noted that it is impossible to interpret the 

scores as measures of marketing orientation since no marketing orientation components 



emerged from the Factor Analysis. Table 2 (Appendix A) shows the extreme values for 

raw scores on the test. 

5.2.4 Measure of Marketing Orientation 

The next measure needed to answer the research hypothesis was a measure of market 

orientation. Market orientation was measured using the modified MARKOR instrument 

(Raju,LonialyGupta,1995). This instrument was first developed and used in a 

mdactrning setting (Kohli, Jaworski, Kumar, 1993) and subsequentty modified by 

Raju et-al. (1995) for use in the hospitai industry. As a result of the pretest, M e r  

modifications to the wording were made in order to aüow very small nonprofit 

organbtions to see a reflection of their operation within its framework. Some of the 

nonprofits who responded had difficulty with the marketing questions. Appendix C 

provides a complete list of the comments made in response to these items (comments 

were not made to any other items). 

Because the research looked to discriminate among nonprofits by marketing activity, the 

analysis sought factors extracted fiom the subset of marketing orientation variables with 

which to differentiate nonprofit organizations. In order to develop variables with intrinsic 

meaning, the scores on MARKORys thirty-one items were first nui through a Principal 

Components Analysisy h i t e d  only to eigenvalues greater than 1. Missing values were 

assigned mean values. Nine wmponents were extracted explainhg 64% of the variance 

with the first component accounting for 23% and the second 8% as seen in Table 3 



(Appendut A). The scree plot (Figure 1 ,  Appendix A) shows thar the discontinuity occurs 

after the second component The communalities are shown in Table 4 (Appendix A) . 

Table 5 (Appendix A) gives the revised components ma& with only those loadings 

equai to or greater than .550." As is evident, oniy one factor emerged with this criterion. 

The unrotated factor scores for the component were used in the MANOVA to explore the 

fint research hypothesis. 

Table 9 provides the loadings and the description of the seven variables which loaded on 

the marketing component resulting fkom the Principal Components Anaiysis. 

MARKETING FACTOR COMPONENIS &C V W L E  DESCRIPTiONS 

COMP. DESCRIPnON LOADING 

1 At leas once a quaner, w e  meet to discuss market .737 
trends and developments 

1 We are quick to respond to significant changes in our ,639 
cornpetit ors' service suucnire 

1 The acünties of the different departmuits of key .626 
persorne1 in this organization are wd mrdinated 

1 We integraxe markering and program deveiopmerit ,625 
issues when dkussing coastimenrs' funue needs. 

1 Data on constituents' &action arc d i s s c d  -569 
at aii lcvets in the org;rnizltion on a rcguiar bais. 

1 When we find our constituenu would iike us to 556 
modify a program/dcc wc d e  concertcd 
dforcs to do so 

1 Several depts. of our orpnhtion get together .55 1 
periodidy to plan a response to changes in our 
service environment 

" Tabachnik, B.G. Fideli, L.S. ( 1 WB), Using Muitburiaze Statïstics, 2.d Ed. HarperColluis: New York 
p.640 



5.2.5 Meaning of the Factor Extracted from the Marketing Variables 

An examination of the items which loaded on the fxtor extracted from the Principal 

Components Analysis and a cornparison of these items with those which loaded on the 

four factors identified by Raju et aL(1995) reveals that only two items are common to 

both lists (Table 9 - bold items). These were "when we find our constituents would like 

us to modify a programkervice we rnake concerted efforts to do so" and "data on 

constituents' satisfaction are disseminated at all  levels in the organization on a reguiar 

basis". Both were items on a factor which Raju et ai (1 995) had labelled "customer 

satisfactiony'. The other five items do not appear on any of the hospital study factors. 

Table 10 lis& the items which loaded on the "intelligence generation" factor in the study 

by Raju et ai. (1995) and aiso those fiom the current midy wfüch loaded on the factor. 



TABLE IO 

COMPARISON OF FACTORS EXTRAc-rED FROM RESEARCH WITH MARaOR 

INTELLIGENCE GENERATION NONPROFIT FACTOR 
ITEMS ITEMS 

We cou= indirrtry information rhrough 
i n f o d  means 
We oftm ta& or survey those who can 
iQuence our patients' choices 

In our hospital we meer with customers 
at least once a year to find out what 
products and services they will need in 
the fume 
We survey customers at leas once a year 
to assess the quaiiy of our producrs and 
servic4Zs 
In our hospital we do a lot of in-house 
market research 

Individu& from our operations interact 
direcdy with customers to Ieara how to 
serve them better 

At lem once a quarter, we meet ro discuss 
market trends and deveiopments 
We inregrate marketing and program 
development issues when discussing 
c011SUtuent~' future n d .  
The activities of the different departments of 
key p e r s o ~ e l  in this organUation are well c e  
ordinateci 

Data on coElStiments' satisfaction are 
disseminatecl at a l l  levels in the 

organization on a regiJar basis. 
When somethq important happens to a 
major constitueacy or market, everybody in 
the organization knows about it in a short 
period 
We are qui& to reqmnd to significant changes 
in our competitors' service suucnire 

When we find our cormituents would like us 
ro modify a progam/senrice we make 
concerteci efforts to do sa 

An inspection of these seven variables fiom the research for this thesis which loaded on 

the reveded that they are not concerned with an aggressive searchfrom custorners for 

ways to improve products and services which is what Raju et ai. (1995) termed 

"intelligence generation" so much as trying to satisQ the end-usen and being alert to 

their needs. No item on the Grst factor actually seeks any information directly h m  the 

end-users in the way that the "intelligence generation" items in the hospital study do. 

Given these differences it is nifficult to conclude that the factor describes a marketing 

activity. Rather it appears to descnbe a concem with understanding customer needs - 



something the voluntary comments support (Appendix C). Using the loadings higher 

than -63 as a guide to its meaning"y this fmor was labelled 'Weeds Awareness". The 

needs awareness f i o r  was retained for the MANOVA test of the research hypotheses. In 

addition, the needs awareness factor was assessed against the b d i n g  variables which 

differentiate nonprofits. This latter issue is taken up in the next section. 

5.2.6 Correlations between Needs Awareness Factor and Funding Sources 

Even though the marketing orientation implicit in the research question was oriented 

towards end-users not funders, it was of considerable theoretical interest to determine 

whether in fact the needs awareness factor identined in the study, was correlated with 

fûnding sources. A Chi Square test of association at alpha level .O5 was run between the 

needs awareness factor and the two different types of funding (GRANT and FEE) for 

each nonprofit type to assess the extent of the relationships between these three sets of 

variables. Tables 6 and 7(Appendix A) provide the results. 

The "ne& awareness factor" is signincafltly and directionally related to fuading fiom 

donations in donative mutuals and commercial entrepreneinials ( p.= .O15 and 1.001 

respectively) and to funding h m  quid pro quo exchanges ody in commercial 

entrepreneurials (p.= .003). Since low scores indicate more of whatever marketing 

component is king measured, these results W e s t  that in these two types of nonprofits, 

3s ibid 



sensitivity to end-user needs decreases with increasing amomts of firnding from 

donations. Similarly, but ody  for commercial entrepreneurials, there is less sensitivity 

to needs as the amount of funding from market-like exchanges increases. 

These hdings are not directiy related to the research questions however the hd ing  that 

the "needs awareness" factor is related to fiinding sources in some nonprofits is 

suggestive. The implications of these fïndings are discussed later in the discussion of the 

hdings. 

52.7 Summary of Intrinsic Variables selected for First Research Hypothesis 

As discussed in section 5.0 variables related to control, funding and marketing orientation 

were needed in order to test the fint research hypothesis. The variables which were found 

to be significant and retained for the MANOVA were the control variable measuring the 

extent to which board members pay dues (CONTROL2); the nurnber of sources of 

funding (NUMFUND); funding fiom market-like exchanges (FEE) and fiom donations 

(GRANT) and the "ne& awareness" factor. The needs awareness factor did not match 

the marketing orientation factors found by Raju et d(1995) or those identified in the 

literature (Moon and Stano 1988), but was retained for the MANOVA nevertheless for 

the purposes of testing the research hypothesis. 



53 Step Two - MANOVA for FiRt Research Eypothesis 

The five variables selected to test the research hypothesis (needs awareness factor, 

number of fhding sources, the two types of funding and the needs awareness fanor) 

produced a subject/variable ratio of approximately 19:1 which is not quite what 

considered adequate by Stevens3'. The variables were first screened for violations of 

multivariate assumptions and a series of diagnostic tests to determine how the remlts of 

the MANOVA test of the first research hypothesis should be interpreted. Each of these 

procedures is described below. 

53.1 Violations of Multivariate Assumptions 

The first research hypothesis relied upon multivariate techniques. Hence an assessrnent 

of the underlying assumptions of multivariate data analysis was undertaken on the 

variables selected for the MANOVA- These assumptions are: independence, normal 

distribution and homogeneity of variance. Each is discwed in turn. 

53.2 Independence 

Independence was assumed not to be violated since the data were cokcted fiom a mail 

survey sent individualIy to each respondent While it is quite îikely that the respondents 

in each sampling h e  know other respundents, there is no indication that any responses 

were compromised by this. Additionaliy, the intervention of the mail W e  affecteci the 



ability of the respondents to attend to the survey. Responses straggled in over a period 

of three months, making it quite unlikely that the assumption of independence was 

breached. 

The variables selected for the MANOVA were assessed for n o d i t y .  Table 8 (Appendix 

A) shows that with the exception of the needs awareness factor, all of the variables 

exhibit heterogeneity, particdarly for the donative mutuai and donative entrepreneurid 

organhtion distributions. However, since the heterogeneity derives fiom leptokurtosis 

(Table 9 Appendk A), it is reasonable to conclude that this departure fiom normality will 

not adversely affect power. 

53.4 Homogeneity of Variance 

Table 11 indicates that for the variable measuring fiinding fiom donations (GRANT) 

there are unequal variances. Table 1 l(Appendix A) gives the Box test results @=-.04) 

showing that the covariance matrices are not equal. However, given the sensitivity of the 

test to non-normality and the non-normaiity s h o w  in Table 8 (Appendix A) , it is 

possible that the test is measuring this non-nomalit.. 

39 Stevens, James, "AppIied Multivariate Statistics for Social Scieaces" Lawrence Erlbaum Ass. inc. New 
Jersey, 1996. P. 265 



53.5 Ontiiers, Mtaential Data Points & Power 

The standardized residuals were examined for absolutes values greater than 3. Three 

cases were found and examined for data entry erron. The data was found to be comctly 

entered. Given that n = 93 and the number of parameters = 5 (4 groups +1), values 

greater than .16 (3p/n) were examined for leverage. Three cases were found, ail of which 

had values of.  17 on alI the predicton. This was judged not enough over the criterion to 

be of concem. Supporting this is the resdt of an examination of the Cook's distances: no 

cases were found >1 (Stevens' criterion). Effeçt size is estimated to be small at .23 " 
and power adequate at .7841. 

53.6 MuMivariate Test Results 

The data analysis strategy called for a MANOVA to assess which of the selected 

variables were significant in differentiating nonprofit type. The MANOVA is 

simultaneously an additional test of the individual group identities and a test of the 'ne& 

assessment' factor across the 4 distinct groups. The follow-up test of the needs 

assessment comprises a statistical test of Research Hypothesis 1. 

A MANOVA with type of nonprofit as the independent variable and the dependent 

variables identified eariier (bard fiom dues-paying members, funding h m  donations, 

40 Using Stevens' formula: N - k = 90 x 2.54 = 228.6 D, = (94195040) x 228.6, D, = 0226 ibid. p. 178 
" ibid p. 180 



funding frorn market-like transactions, needs awareness factor and number of funding 

sources) was nin under the assumption of unequal variances. Pillai's trace nitenon was 

used to evaluate the results given the unequal group sizes and the heterogeneity of 

variance. Table 1 1 reports that, overall, the four types of nonprofits dBer signincantly 

on the set of five variables and that Pillai's trace criterion, Wilks' lambda and Hotelling's 

lawley-trace are al1 significant @ < .O0 1 ) for the overall model. 

TABLE 11 

MANOVA TEST RESULTS - VANABLES FOR FIRST RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

Hypohcsis Eta Nonccnt. Obsaved 
Valut F d f Emrdf  Sig. Squarui Parameter powaa 

Ptlial's 
trace .964 8.339 15.000 264.000 -000 -321 125.092 1.000 
Wilks' 
lambda 230 11.137 15.000 U7.810 .O00 -387 150.225 1.000 

Hotelling's 
tracC 2.540 14.336 15.000 254.000 ,000 .458 215.039 1.000 
Roy's 

lasmmt 2202 38.749b 5.000 88.000 -000 .688 193.745 1.000 
Compded uring aipha = .OS 

53.7 Univariate Test Resdts 

Post hoc cornpansons with Tamhane inequality (for assumed unequal variance) are 

presented in Tables 13 a, b Br c (Appendix A). The tables show ody four of the variables 

are sigdicant: the funding variables (FEE, GRANT and NUMFUND) and the control 

variable C'board £kom dues-paying members"). The needs awareness factor does not 

dinerentiate across type of nonprofit. Table 12 presents the results of the univariate 



tests. Again the needs awareness factor does not contribute @ = .176) for the overall 

result. The other four variables are ail  significant. 

TABLE 12 
W A R U T ' E  T E X  RESULTS - VARIABLES FOR FIR!W RESEARCH 

HYPOTHESIS 

Depcndeat Sum of Eta 
scirce Vitriable S t p f ~ ~  df Mean Square F Sig. Sqrrarcd 

Coa- FEE 94918.377 3 31639.459 54.532 -000 -645 

53.8 Conclusions related to first Research Hypothesis 

The fkst research hypothesis was: 

H,-, There is no relationship between the sources of financing and control of a nonprofit 

and the degree of marketing orientation it exhibits. Based on these test results the null 

hypothesis was not rej ected. 

5.4 Second Research Question and Second Research Hypothesis 

The second research question was: What is the nature of the relationship between the 

degree to which a nonprofit exhibits a marketing orientation and whether it has 

experienced changes in its focus and mission and the type of beneficiary served? Since 

the £ïrst research question demo~l~trated that nonprofits did not Vary with respect to the 



"needs awareness" factor, the second research question was therefore moot. The corollary 

of the failure to find differences across nonprofit type on the factor extracted fiom the 

marketing orientation scale was that any changes that may have been found in the focus, 

mission and type of beneficiary sented were not related to measures on the "needs 

awareness" factor. 

The second research hypothesis was: 

H,, The presence of marketing orientation in a nonprofit organktion is not related to 

changes in the mission, focus and type of beneficiary served. Given the failrire to 

demonstrate any ciifferences in marketing orientation among nonprofits, the nuil 

hypothesis of the second researcb question was not rejected. 

5.5 Step Three - Discriminant Analysis 

To determine which variables discriminate nonprofit types, a DISCRUlINATION 

technique using the significant variables fiom the MANOVA were nin at alpha -05. That 

procedure is described next. 

55.1 Discriminathg Nonprofit Type 

Because the MANOVA indicated that the needs awareness factor isolated fkom the 

marketing scaie was not significant, it was dropped h m  the analysis. The resulting 

variables, "board firom dues-paying mernbers" and the three funding variables (GRANT, 



FEE and NU-) produced a final subjectlvariable ratio of 23: 1, in excess of the 

20: 1 considered necessary by Stevens. 

5-52 Mnltivariate Assnmptions 

The variables selected for the prediction equation were re-assessed for normality. Table 

14 (Appendix A) shows that al1 of the variables exhibit heterogeneity. However, since 

the heterogeneity derives fiom leptokurtosis (Table 9 Appendix A), it is reasonable to 

conclude that this departure from nonnality did not adversely S e c t  power. 

In addition, Table 15 (Appendix A) gives the Box test results @.=.002) indicating 

nonhomogeneity of variance. The Levene test shown in Table 17 indicates heterogeneity 

of variance for funding fiom donations (GRANT) @.=.003). A contributing factor is the 

unequal group sizes: type 3 with n of 12 was one quarter the size of type 1 and one third 

the size of type 2. Type 4 with n of 6 was one half again those estimates. Moreover, the 

log detenninants shown in Table 17 (Appendix A) indifate that variance decreases with 

group size save for donative entrepreneurials. Following Stevens' discussions on this 

issue, this would suggest that the impact of these inequalities4* is to produce conservative 

test staàstics for ail but the donative entrepreneurial group whose statistics therefore need 

to be evaluated liberally. Conservative test staîistics mean a smaller actual alpha than 

used and a corresponding decrease in power. What this all suggests for the interpretation 

of the results is that the gr&ps may differ on the variables tested more than appears to be 

the case. 



5.53 Dhcriminating Group Membership 

The last phase of the data analysis was to assess how well a linear combination of the 

nnal variables categorized types of nonprofits. A discriminant analysis was nin on SPSS 

7.5 with "board fkom dues-paying members", "number of funding sources" and the two 

types of funding source (FEE AND GRANT). It may appear that there is some 

circularity in looking for group differences in variables used in forming the groups. 

However, the intent of this part of the analysis is to validate that the strategy for 

constructing the groups really does resuit in a set of groups that differ. 

Of the original cases 71 -6% were correctly classified. There were insufncient cases for a 

hold-out sample on which the discrimination functions could be validated. However, 

cross-validation procedures produced a 65.3% correct classification rate. Donative 

mutuais were correctly classified 62.2% (57.8% on cross-validation); donative 

entrepreneurials 87.5% (78.1% on cross-validation); commercial mutuals 58.3% (50% on 

cross validation) and commercial entrepreneuriais 83.3% (83.3% on cross-validation). 

Figures 2-6 (Appendix A) present a graphical display of the categorization. 



5.5.4 The Discriminant Functions 

Three discriminant fiinctions were calcdated with a combined Chi-square (15) = 

127.253, ( p <.0001). Pifter removal of the k t  bction, the association between the 

predictors and the groups was still signifïcant: Chi-square (8) = 24.795,@ t001) (Table 

1 3). The two discriminant fûnctions accounted for 8 7.6% and 9.9% of the between-group 

variability respectively. 

TABLE 13 

WiLKS' LAMBDA 

Ttst of Wilks' 
Function(s) Lambda Chi-squarc d f Sig. 
I ttrrough 3 -239 127.253 12 .O00 
2 through 3 -757 24.795 6 .O00 
3 -943 5256 2 .O72 

5.5.5 Interpretation 

The means of the groups (Table 14) on Discriminant hc t i on  #1 show that it separates 

the donative entrepreneurid group from the other three but it does not discriminate 

donative mutuais fiom commercial mutuals very well. The variable measuring fiuiding 

fiom donations (GRANT) variable (corn.= .939) is the one which defines the function, a 

hding supported by the strong negative value for market-like fiinding sources (FEE) 

(con. = -.912). "Board fiom dues-paying members" (corr. = .422) makes a supportive 

contribution. 'Number of funding sources (NUMFUND) (corr. = -232) appears to be 

irrelevant (Table 15). 



TABLE 14 
FUNCTIONS AT CROUP CENTROIDS 

TABLE 15 
STRUCTURE MATRUL 

G W T  .939* -260 -.125 
FEE -.912, 237 309 
boaldfioal 

mankn .422 .903+ -.O24 
mmikraf 
friading 
sotn'cs 232 -.329 .645* 

Pwlcd wÏthin-groups corrckrions h c c n  

Variabla orderrd by ibsolute size of c o d o n  
within fundon. 

An assesmient of the standardized coefficients supports this. As Table 16 shows, the 

coefficient for the funding variable fiom donations (GMNT) is .832 while "dues-paying 

members" (CONTROLZ), the second largest has a modest value of .321. Ali the other 

variables appear to be redundant Hence the first discriminant hct ion  describes a 

h d i n g  dimension as theorized in Hansrnanu's typology. Discriminant fimction #2 

distinguishes the commercial entrepreneurid group fiom the other three groups. The 

"dues-paying membee" variable is the one which defines the fûnction (con.= -903) with 



none of the other variables making much of a contribution. The coefficients for the 

second discriminant function support this. "Board fkom dues-paying members" 

(CONTROLZ) has a value of .95 5 but none of the other variables have any relevance. 

"Board fiom dues-paying members" reflects the second function in Hansmann's 

typology: controi. 

1 2 3 
6mca 

du&piymg 
manbas 321 .955 260 
FEE -.O42 -249 2110 
GRANT .832 -. 158 1.715 
n m k r  of 
f i l 5  - -194 -.Il5 .882 

5.5.6 Variable Importance 

TABLE 17 
DISCRIMINANT RATIO COEFFICIENïS 

F i  Disaiminant Second Disaiminant Third Discrimin;int 
Function Function Function 

Variable SDC S C  P d e l  SDC SC P d e l  SDC S C  P d e l  
DRC DRC DRC 

Grant 0.832 0.93 0.774 -0.158 -0.260 0.041 1.715 4.125 -0.214 
F a  -.O42 -0.912 0.038 0.249 0.237 0.059 2.110 0.309 0.652 
Control.2 0.321 0.422 0.135 0.955 0.903 0.862 0260 -0.024 4.006 
Numfund 0.194 232 0.045 -0.115 -0.329 0.038 0.882 -645 569 
Totd 0.992 1.000 1.001 

Table 17 shows that funding fiom donations(GRANT) and "dues-paying members" and 

(CONTRûL2) account for 90.9% of the length of the £kst discriminant function. "dues- 

paying members" (CONTROLZ) and funding fiom market-like transactions (FEE) 



account for 92.1% of the length of the second disainhant function. "dues-paying 

members" (CONTROL2) features in both discriminant functions, making it diflicult to 

name. An a-pt to rotate these functions was unsuccessful, since oniy one component 

could be extracted. Hence nonprofits in the sample are discriminated by the extent of 

b d i n g  through grants and the extent to which their boards are dues-paying members. 

Table 19 (Appendix A) presents the classification results. 



6.0 Discussion of the Findings 

The major findings regarding the typology of nonprofits, the marketing orientation and 

evidence of organizational change are discussed below. 

6.1 Nonprofit Typology 

Hansmann's typology provides a four-way classification of nonprofits according to the 

way they are financed (sources of fiuiding) and the way they are controlled (composition 

of the board of directors). The study's findïngs validated these cnteria The coefficient 

for funding through donations (GRANT) was the largest on the fïrst discriminant function 

with firnding through market-like transactions (FEE) a negaiive loading indicating that to 

the extent a nonprofit is fûnded through donations (Le. the exchange is intangible) it is 

not funded through quid pro quo types of tangible exchanges. The coefficient for "dues- 

paying members" (CONTROL2) was the largest on the second discriminant fiuicîion. 

This reflects the red clifferences in nonprofit types regarding the composition of the 

board of directors. Boards which do not pay dues are entrepreneurials - these types of 

nonprofits are nui by boards who are society's agents as opposed to donatives which are 

nm by boards who pay dues and who look after the members' interests. The distinction 

as Hansmann saw, is critical to understanding the dynam.ic forces at play in each type of 

mnprofit. Those forces are examined next 



This was the group with the largest representation. Of the 45 classified a priori, 28 

(62.2%) were co-ed in that classification. This type of nonprofit exists to advance 

the interests of its members. If the members are professiods with speciai expertise, 

those interests c m  range fkom lobbying directed at various govemments to give the 

members exclusive rights in a practice area to activities which enhance credentiais or 

knowledge to providing specialized materials on a con plus basis. Trade associations 

whose members may be businesses which compete for customea provide a similar range 

of senrices to members: lobbying, information, govemment contacts, input into 

legislation etc. AU offer services which would be too costiy and ineffective if undertaken 

by individual memben and too difficult to evaluate if provided by a for-profit 

organi;r=rtion. 

As became obvious fiom discussions with staff fkom various associations, all 

associations strive to keep their membership satisfied but the reasons have littie to do 

with the reasons that businesses adopt a marketing orientation (reliable sales): most 

associations have no cornpetitors and members are a captive audience who pay their fees 

in somewhat the wime way they pay taxes. Satisfying the membership means juggling 

the interests of a heterogeneous group simila. only in their common profession or trade. 

Staff in professional organizations in attempting to carry out multiple, ofien competing 

demands fkom the membership must assess the costs and effort and the probabiiity of 

success of these various demands and convey that information t a c M y  back to the 



membership and the board of directors. Thus the rnember roles of shareholder and 

custorner are inextricably intertwined. Businesses, in con- may have many 

shareholdea who also buy its products but the two roles are not functionally coilapsed as 

is the case in a nonprofit association. In associations, then, the agency problem takes the 

fom of management attempting to discem which set of interests to promote at any given 

tirne. 

6.1.2 Donative Entrepreneurials 

This was the second largest group to respond to the survey and the group with the least 

misclassification - of the 32 o r i ~ y  categorized, 28 (87.5%) were correctly classified 

through the discrimination procedure. Donative entrepreneurials are u d i y  registered 

charities which exist to provide services for end-users that those penons could not afford 

to purchase themseives. A wide range of social services aimed at education, the 

alleviation of poverty, religion and health are pemiined to register as charities. Nonprofit 

marketing advice for these organizations fkquentiy is targeted towards understanding the 

end-users better and improving the s e ~ c e s  they consume, on the grounds that the typical 

production orientation of these organhtions resdts in services which are not optimal in 

some way or which lower cash flow or both. This formulation of the problem faced by 

charities is thus grounded in a business mode1 which holds thai improving senice to the 

end-user is the key to improving organhtiond effectiveness. 



However, this formulation of the issue ignores the fact that charities experience the 

essentially endess demand as predicted by economic theory for services which are fke or 

v M l y  so. Hence a marketing orientation aimed at s a t i s m g  end-users in these 

organizations would if anything stimulate even more demand without increasing cash 

flow since the end-users typically pay nothing. The fiequently cited solution of requiring 

the end-users to pay something for the service cannot really solve senous cash flow 

problem since end-users of these services are fiequently but not always in lower incorne 

brackets. At best it can alleviate temporary diniculries but at the risk of discouraging 

those whom the principal funders wanted to serve. At worst user fees prolong a 

ftndamentai funding crisis for the senrice as well as adding the administrative costs and 

effort of assessing fees. Not only are energetic, capable administrators discouraged by 

these short-term efforts to solve a fiinding crisis, the real problem remains 

unacknowledged. 

Many charities struggle to provide even minimal levels of service and react strongly to 

suggestions that they must improve service quality. A considerable number (29%) of the 

respondents took the trouble to provide written comrnents in the margins of the survey. 

The problem, as they saw it, was not lacking an understandhg of the needs of the clients 

but rather having sufncient h d s  and resources to meet the needs. These reactions 

underline a critical concept in the role of marketing in chantable orga-tions - the 

problem of who is the customer at whom the marketing is aimed. Some comments 

suggested that, ali other things king equal, finding out what the prime coIlStituents 

wanted wouid be a good ide* however, dl other things were not equal. 



Hence the problem with a marketing orientation aimed at end-users for charities is that it 

recommends the wrong target market. The real customers of the senices are the donors 

who buy these services for others, in a marner somewhat analogous to insurance. 

Agencies such as the United Way are inmeasin& concerned with issues such as donor 

fatigue because they rightly understand that only to the extent that donors are satisfied 

will charitable services be maintained. 

In donative entrepreneurials the agency problem conhnted by the manager is not 

determining which interests of which member segment is paramount at which time a s  

with associations but how to satisfy the different interests of donors and clients 

simultaneously. The fact that donoa want to provide resources to a food bank and 

clients want food does not mean that these are common interests. Donor interests are 

rooted in the sometimes uismtable motivations for benevolence but usuaily take the 

form of wanting to ensure that the needy become less so. Client interests are 

straightforward - food to supplement what their budgets do not pennit. Satisfying these 

very different interests cannot be solved by adopting a marketing orientation airned at 

end-users since the added effort and energy it requires would achially compound the 

organkations' pro blems. 

Currently, agencies spend considerable effort convincing the vatious fiinding sources to 

continue supporting the programs and services they provide. Wbde this is necessary it is 

also an exhausting and discouraging process for a i l  the parties concerned because solving 

the agency problem in this way forces the manager into a conflict of interest. In order to 



keep funding dollars flowing, managers must iasist not only that the senice is needed but 

that the form it takes is needed also. To do otherwise would be to invite investigations 

into program design and outcomes which these organizations are seldom equipped to 

manage and sometimes u n m g  to do.'3 However, the manager is not a disinteresîed 

party to the resuits of this lobbying since jobs and reputation are at stake. Solving the 

agency problem requires a marketing orientation àirected towards the funders who as a 

condition of continued fiinding can cmvass the end-users as to the adequacy of the 

services. 

6.13 Commercial Mutuais 

Only 12 organizations categorized a priori as belonging to this group responded and this 

group had the lowea classification rate (58.3%) through the discrimination process. A 

commercial muhial is funded principally by sales of its products and senices rather than 

fees hence it would seem that satisfjmg its customers is critical to maintainhg cash flow. 

However, since these organizations offer speciallled seMces such as health care policy 

development or specialty agricdtural products for e q d y  speciaIized consumers who are 

its members, it is most likely that the agency problem faced by these organhtions 

resembles that of donative muhials: wfiich subset of interests should the manager attend 

to in what order? Further research with a larger sample is needed, however, in order to 

understand this issue in these nonprofits. 

'3 One response to a question about willingness to change programs if clients were unhappy with the 
quality was "If legitimate and if necessary." 



6.1.4 Commercial Entrepreneurials 

There were only 6 of these nonprofits in the sample and 5 were conectly classined 

(83%). The respondents to this survey provided services such as accreditation for health 

professions or primary health care. Other examples in the literature cite organizations 

such as the Canadian Standards Association, universities and publicly funded day care 

centres and Ontario Hyciro as commercial entrepreneinials. Theoretically, the agency 

problems faced by commercial entrepreneurials relate to the tensions inherent in the 

"duty of care" requirements of an accreditation process. How good, how safe, how 

knowledgeable should something or someone be to receive a stamp of approval or stay in 

business? Setting the bar too low throws those responsible into personal ethical 

dilemmas. If it is set too high, then inadequate numbers of professionais are certified at 

considerable waste of resources (financial and personai) - a result which usually 

precipitates political problems. Management must constandy juggle the demands of the 

h d e r s  (often the groups king certined) with those of the society at large whose agents 

they r edy  are. 

Businesses usually target commercial entrepreneurials as o r g d t i o n s  which engage in 

unfair cornpetition by virtue of their often sizable public subscription. They argue that 

these senices could be provided more efficiently by businesses. If chronic funding and 

budgeting problems coupled with increased demand lead to a decrease in public 

confidence, pressure fiom govemment and business typically accelerates to put the 

organization on a for-profit basis. Frequently, commercial nonprofits can stay in 



L'business" longer than a fim because of the cushioning from reserves that are not 

required to be distributed. Solution of the agency problem requires carefùl 

disentanglement of the public policy aspects fiom those which could realistically be put 

on a for-profit basis. A recent example is the proposal to allow private production of 

electricity within a publicly controlled network. 

This type of nonprofit was one of two in which the "needs awareness factor" was 

negatively and directiondly related to the amount of fuxiding fiom both market-like 

exchanges or donations. In other words, the more that these kind of organizations receive 

as grants or fees, the less aware they are of their end-users needs - certainly a point of 

view s h e d  by many customers of Ontario Hydro ?O name one example. The explanation 

may lie in the sheer s i x  of the funding for many commercial entrepreneurid nonprofits. 

Usually these organizations have a monopoly with respect to the senices for which fees 

are charged and in addition they are often the recipients of large amounts in grant-like 

hd ing .  It is a situation in which there is very little need for commercial entrepreneunals 

to worry about the impact of their poiicies and procedures on their end-users. 

6.2 Needs Awareness Factor 

The Principal Components analysis isolated 10 components accotmting for 64% of the 

variance. The first component accounted for 23% and was the only significant 

component isolated. This needs awareness component did not differentiate nonprofit type, 

a result which indicates that there are no differences among these nonprofit types with 



respect to the way they relate to their primary codtuents in terms of the needs 

awareness factor. That is, the research connmis that nonprofit organhtions ciiffer, but 

that their attitude to their end-users does not. In order to understand this fïnding it is 

usefid to understand how the comtmcts whicti MARKOR embodies are to be utilized. 

MARKOR was developed fiom the work of Kohli, Jaworkski and Kumar who have 

written extensively on the types of business environments, intemally and externally in 

which a marketing orientation is feasible or possible (Kohli et al. 1990, 1993; Jaworkski 

et al. 1993; Kumar et al. 1993). Initially, Kohli and Jaworski (1990) believed that while 

a "market orientation was likely to be related to business performance in general" they 

hypothesized that four situations made it likely that this approach to customen wodd not 

be cost effective (limited cornpetition, stable market preferences, technologicaily 

turbulent industries and booming economies). However follow-up research using a 32 

item scde of marketing orientation containhg many similar items to MARKOR, to test 

these concepts lead the researchers to conclude that: 

"these results do not support the hypothesized moderating effects of any of the three 
moderator variables. In ofber words, the linkage between a market orientation and 
performance appears to be robust across contexts characterized by varying levels of 
market turbulence, cornpetitive intensity, and technological turbulence." (Jaworski and 
Kohli, 1993). 

Thus, MARKOR is indeed a valid measw of business performance and M e r ,  the 

scores are considered to be a useful management diagnostic. Measures on MARKOR, 

they observe, "could be used to establish a baseline level of market orientation" (and) 

"interventions targeted to certain areas as reflected in the scale items" (Kohii, Jaworski, 



Kumar7 1993). Further, they observe that "if the firm scores poorly on the degree of 

intelligence generation, further analyses may reveal specific areas of improvement" 

These comments make clear then, that 1. the scores can be used to pinpoint exactiy how a 

firm can improve its marketing orientation and 2. the three areas in which improvements 

can be made corresponding to the three components which constitute the marketing 

orientation construct (intelligence generation, intelligence dissemination and 

responsiveness).are expected to be stable across businesses. 

These components were validateci in a midy which used MARKOR to assess the market 

orientation of a large group of U.S. hospitals (Raju, Lonial, Gupta 1995). The only 

clifference in the components found in the hospital midy and the earlier research with 

MARKOR was that the third component, responsiveness, was split into responsiveness to 

customes and responsiveness to cornpetition. Further, in the discussion of the non- 

traditional areas such as nonprofit organizations to which it was hypothesized that 

MARKOR couid be extended, the researchers explicitly state that they expect 'me 

cornponent perspective and many of the scale items (to) be transferred directly to these 

less rnaimtream areas" (Kohli, Jaworski, Kumar, 1993). Hence, the developers of 

MARKOR anticipate that the nonprofit context will not affect the marketing orientation 

components - a view which cofiesponds to nonprofit marketing theory as outlined in the 

Iiterature review (KoUer, 1982). 

However, as previously discussed, these components did not emerge from the research 

for this thesis. Rather, only one component emerged, a component which measured 



needs awareness. The items which loaded on it did not correspond to any of the items 

found in the hospital shidy and do not have the aggressive seeking fiom customers of 

information about programs and services that the marketing orientation literature says is 

critical to this construct. It bears remembering that not one item which loaded on the 

needs awareness component involved actually asking the end-users what they wanted- 

Given the extensive discussion in the various articles by Kohli, Jaworski and Kumar 

(1990, 1993, 1993) on the multi-dimensional nature of the marketing orientation 

construct and the excellent response rate fiom the nonprofit orgmkations (yielding 

adequate power), it is hard to conclude that this component measures any marketing 

orientation component- in other words, the r e d t s  cannot be construedu to mean thai 

nonprofits are so weak in two of the three activities integral to the marketing orientation 

that no components were extracted. The finding means that the nonprofit context so 

altered the way the marketing orientation questions were answered that the scores are 

measuring some other constmct entirely4'. Clearly, the nonprofits in this study do not 

relate to their members, clients and beneficiaries dong the lines envisaged for business 

organizations. 

Even if such an interpretation were valiàated by test construction principles, which it is not. See Morris, 
L., Fitz-Gibbon, C. T., Lindheim, E.(1987), "How to Measure Performance and Use Tests" Sage 
Publications Inc. CA 
'' This is Iike arguing that because a gmup of basebail players achieved scores on a test designed to 
rneasure the ability of teachers of sign Ianguage, ttiat theu scores mean what the teachers' scores mean. 
As is clear, the basebal1 playen would score those items which happened to correspond because both 
occupations use signs but the meaning of the scores would be quite different because the contacts are 
différent. For this reason, the developers of tests such as the Stanford-Binet are careh1 to insist that only 
those populations on which the test were normed are proper subjects for the tests. 



Nor can the results be written off as naiveté on the part of the organizations who 

responded: M y  95% are nin by a professional manager. However, these results should 

not be consmied as proof that these organizations do not care about their primary 

coIlStituents or that they do not know what kinds of services and programs they need. 

What is more probable is that they are responsive to end-user issues if not end-user 

wants." This stance has been characterkd as the production orientation (Andreasen 

1 982, Mitchell and Haines 1 987). Mitchell and Haines explicitly point out: 

"ïhe manager with a production orientation is not insensitive to the needs and waats of 
the customer. The production orientation is not symptomatic o f  managers who are 
uncertain of what customers need and want. It is symptornatic of managers who have a 
dogrnatic belief in iheir own latowledge of what the customer wants." 

Regarding whether the marketing orientation is necessary for organizational viability, 

Mitchell and Haines (1987) note that not only is it perfectly possible to be successful 

using a production concept, particularly when there is Wtually no cornpetition, but also 

thar the marketing concept is hdamentally weak in situations where there is an "absence 

of competitive threat". Hence nonprofits who wish to deliver services effectively might 

well adopt a strategy which consists of determining what is right for the "customen" 

without doing much market research and by paying attention to what their funders want. 

Interestuigly, nonprofits themselves do not consider that they have cornpetitors: one 

respondent, commenting on the 'business lingo' said, "We do not have cornpetitors, we 

have colleagues." 

* The comments volunearily supplied by some respondents support this construct, See Appendix C for a 
complete iist 



Comments nipplied by respondents fiom donative entrepreneurials support a hding that 

the needs awareness factor is not a marketing orientation. Without exception, the 

respondents were salaried employees in thek organizations and 75% were executive 

directors, presidents or chief operathg officers- Yet it was not uncornmon for the 

marketing items to eiicit bantering, if not dowmight hostile retorts penciiled in the 

margins. Appendk C provides a complete list of these comments. This hostility can be 

traced to two sources. F h t ,  for some charities, the idea that they wodd need to market to 

their clients was a ridiculous and fkivolous idea Given the hand-to-mouth operation of 

many of these organizations, questions which sought answers to how many more people 

they had tried to attract to an already overloaded service was merely evidence of 

business' inability to understand the real issues. 

If then the scores do not mean that a marketing orientation exists, what do they mean? It 

will be recalled that the scores4' did not Vary by type, indicating a cornmon approach to 

the end-users by al1 the organi7ations. This hd ing  is consistent with the concept of the 

nonprofit as an organization which attempts to balance off the needs of a heterogeneous 

group of constituents and reflects the fact the relationships in nonprofits are not directed 

as marketing relationships are to pleasing the end-users in order to keep them involved. 

Raîher the relationship is directed to providing a service which on balance mets  the 

needs that brought the end-users into the orbit of the nonprofit initially. Primary 

constituents of nonprofits usually do not have much real choice about their continueci 

" Because the scores relate to a component which has had no validation, it is difficult to know how to 
interpret any particular organization's score. 



involvement and it is this lack of choice (in varying degrees) which not only explains 

why the results do not show that marketing occm in relation to end-usen but also why 

no merences among the different types are in evidence. Marketing relationships are in 

the final analysis about providing reasons for those with choice to stay involved. 

63 Summary 

As this thesis has shown, nonprofits are t d y  "crude consumer protection devices" with 

al1 of the difficulty that phrase implies. Neither fish nor fowl, they atternpt to manage 

contexts about which society at large has reached no consensus. In an environment 

characterized by hctured values, these organizations provide the vital function of 

maintaining a situation until the political and legal h e w o r k  is smciently established 

for the seMces to be provided in a more efficient form. While agency problems are 

inevitable with nonprofits - it is why they exist - those which tax the skills of managers 

need not be so. This study examined some of these through the diagnostic of the 

marketing orientation. The negative results have allowed some light to be shed on a 

challenging and important field of management research. 



7.0 Limitations of the Research 

The research was weakened by sampling issues and problems related to nomenclature. 

These are described beIow. 

It was hoped that the sample fkom the Ottawa Chapter of the Canadian Society for 

Association Executives would provide cases for three of the four types of nonprofits 

(donative muhial, commercial mutual and commercial entrepreneurid). Whiie this 

proved tme? there were not enough of each type of commercial nonprofit for some 

analyses to be performed. This meant that any ciifferences which exia in these 

organizations with regard to funding, marketing or control could not be addressed. The 

sampling M e s  used did include ail types of nonprofits but a better method of sampling 

which generated more of the missing types may have permitted a much more adequate 

analy sis. 

In addition, the entire chapter of the Ottawa branch of CSAE cm be considered a ciuster 

with unique characteristics which will limit the generalization of r e d t s  to other 

nonprofits of the same types but without the cluster characteristics. For instance because 

the sample fiame is ûttawa-based, quite a number of the nonprofits in the organization 

are national associations which represent provincial chapters. Hence these national 

nonprofits may have missions and other characteristics d c i e n t l y  different fiom locally 



based nonprofits of the same type to Limit the extent to which the results can be 

generated. 

7.2 Nomenclature 

A finther lack was the problern of nomenclature and the constructs which particular terms 

reference. In order to use -OR and to use it across the board for each nonprofit, it 

was necessary to find a term for end-users that was specific enough to make sense in each 

nonprofit context but still gened enough for the nirvey questions to retain their original 

sense. The term 'konstituent" was selected. However, this is not a term that any of the 

organizations actually use when thinking about the end-users of the seMces they provide. 

Thus it is possible that the responses are not those which a more f d i a r  term wouid 

elicit. 

The same problem was evident in the responses to the control variables. Terms such as 

cbcommunity" and "mernber" mean different things to each type: for example charities 

regard the community as an extension of their supporters. It was difncult for a nurnber of 

these respondents to conceive of the community a s  the local taxpayers. However, this 

was the sense given to the term by the associations. Sunilarly, member is a term hught  

with meaning in nonprofits Even qualifyuig it with the p b  "dues-paying" did not 

Werentiate those who are nominal members fkom those whose fees make their 

membership a substantial cornmitment. It is quite possible that the lack of multivariate 

nonnality which aEected the distribution of ail the variables was affected by these 

language issues. 



7.3 Benefits of the Research 

This research is a first in four different ways. First, it simultaneously tests two theories 

relevant to the nonprofit sector. Second, it is the first empirical test of a central concept 

of nonprofit marketing theory. Third it is the fUst test of Hansmann's typology of 

nonprofits. Fourth, it is the first test of MARKOR not oniy in the nonprofit sector but 

also across the range of nonprofit types- As such, the research provides baseline 

empincal data about the use of the marketing orientation concept in nonprofit 

organkitions, a concept which has been debated in the literature for at least 20 years. 

This evidence is especially valuable given the inaeasing interest in the sector as 

evidenced by the CPRN roundtable last January and the just announced panel under Ed 

Broadbent looking at accountability of nonprofits. As the role of nonprofits expands, 

policy &ers and government need more data and less anecdote in crafting appropriate 

controls and regulations for the sector. By suggesting that funders rather than end-users 

are the more Likely targets of nonprofit marketing, the research echoes the concem of a 

number of groups who are concemed about the ways that nonprofits atîempt to fund their 

programs. This issue could well change the kinds of programs that are offered and the 

kinds of end-users who are served. Given the role of nonprofits in shaping the economic 

environment, these are issues which have serious implications. 

Because of the heterogeneity of the nonprofit sector and the lack of any consellsus on 

classification, the mering impact on various types of nonprofit organizations of the 
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adoption of a marketing orientation was unknown. Even for firms all of whom share the 

profit motive, the adoption of this orientation has not k e n  without controversy. Its 

implementation has required considerable organizational resources and commitment h m  

senior Ievels of management without any particular guarantee of success (Kohli and 

Jaworski, 1990) Consequently, research into the degree to which various types of 

nonprofits may have implemented facets of a marketing orientation and whether there has 

k e n  an impact on the mission, the products and the stakeholders had the capacity to 

provide valuable information for the nonprofit managers who must decide how to allocate 

scarce resources and how appropriate a marketing orientation would be for their agency. 

An extensive literature search has failed to discover any research exploring the vaiidity of 

Hansmann's categorization scheme for nonprofits - i.e. its ability to Werentiate 

nonprofits in meaningfui ways. As the literature review indicated, this lack of a validated 

taxonomy severely inhibits the applicability of marketing theory to nonprofits because 

concepts tend to be appiïed in a very general way without regard to the degree to which 

they are a good fit for any particular organization. Hence exploratory research which 

tested these categories was able to supply some much needed evidence. 

Only one study (Raju, Lonial and Gupta 1995) was found which utilized MARKOR 

(Kohli Jaworkski and Kumar1993), the proposed measure of market orientation to 

evaluate the degree to which a sarnple of hospitais exhibited a marketing orientation and 

its relation to perfomiance measures. 

the concept in hospitals but using 

These authors report a few other studies looking at 

dinerent instruments. The only other attempt to 



research the implications of applying marketing concepts to charities approached the 

topic fkom the point of view of the perceptions of the general public (Banting and 

Mahatoo 1986) and assessed this via focus gmups. With respect to tests of the marketing 

concept, the deveiopers of the scale, Kohli, Jaworkski and Kumar (1993) suggest that 

"the most exciting measurement extensions may lie in nonprofit organizations . . . (and 

that) the comportent perspective and many of the scale items c m  be transferred directly to 

these less mainStream areas @.475)." The questionnaire was developed using this scale 

but with the language modified where necessary. Research using the consmicts 

underlying this scale was thought to provide evidence of the extent to which such a scale 

is appropriate for al1 types of nonprofits and the ways in which it needs to be modified. 

Finally, the theoretical ramifications of the marketing concept above and beyond its 

measurement, on the mission and services provided had not been researched in 

nonprofits. Yet as the literature reveals, there is every reason to believe that Canada's 

nonprofit sector will experience straim s d a r  to those experienced in the United States 

in the 80's - downloading, increased cornpetition for resources and donors and greater 

disparities between those served and those not. Given that the only study on the impact 

of this concept on a nonprofit was U.S. based, there was real utility in researching this 

wiîh Canadian nonprofits, particularly since the social safef~ ne& largely provided by 

nonprofits is the way that Canadians define a large part of their national identity. The 

fact that the sample included four types of nonprofits enhanced its value. 



For the reasons sketched above, the research was very much an exploratory study. 

However, very Little is known about nonprofit organizations in Canada - even basic 

descriptive statistics are missing. Therefore, this attempt to analyze the managerial 

implications of the application of a business concept to the nonprofit sector has yielded 

usefui results, ho wever faulty . 



7.4 Strengths of the Research 

The study's strengths lay in its theoretical grounding and its timely topic. These are 

explained below. 

7.4.1 Theory 

The study's principal strength lay in its theoretical gromding which suppiied the 

rationale and direction for the research. Nonprofit enterprises are not well understood, 

either in terms of their role in the economy in generai or in the way that business theory 

can be useMy applied to their operatiom. Consequently, dficulties encountered by 

nonprofit managers tend to be "solved" by the application of business theory whether or 

not the context is the same. Gassier's theory of the economic functions of nonprofit 

enterprise provided a broad h e w o r k  within which to situate conceptually the types of 

activities that nonprofit organizations carry out That h e w o r k  in tum provided a 

window into cumnt nonprofit and business theory and the degree to which it permits 

viable management initiatives and operations in nonprofits. Hansmatlll's typology of 

nonprofits and his analysis of the issues involveci with the ownership of enterprise 

enabled a differentiated approach to the assessrnent of marketing activities within these 

organbtions. Nonprofit literature does not recognize the distinctions among nonprofits 

and this in turn leads to very generalized advice and concephialipng about their central 

dynamics. Finally, the utilkation of a field-tested meanire of marketing orientation, 



MARKOR to test marketing in nonprofits removed a source of controversy Le. whether 

the meanire was valid and reliable, so that the central issue could be fkely joined. 

7.4.2 Topic 

Secondarily, the topic under study was also a strength. The enthusiastic support of the 

executives of the two sampling M e s ,  the United Way and the Canadian Society for 

Association Executives is testimony to this. In addition, the 35% response rate is also a 

measure of the interest of managers in the nonprofit community in a study which 

aîtempted to understand marketing in these 0rgani;rritions. 



8.0 Contributions to Management Theory 

The validation of Hansmann's typotogy pennits a much more close-grained analysis of 

nonprofit organizations and the particular issues which affect each one. As govemments 

withdraw from programs and service delivery and nonprofit organiirations f l l  the 

vacuum, it is nucial that a better understaadhg of these organizations be developed. 

These organhtions are par exceilence the creative weU-springs of research, law and 

social service programs and senices. Yet a great deal of duplication of effort, energy and 

resources occurs, aü areas appropriately the purview of management. An application of 

the typology will ailow the kind of detailed assessments of the pros and cons of various 

stmtegies available to the managers of these organi;rations in a marner that now exists for 

business. 

8.1 Suggestions for Further Research 

Research into the following areas is discussed below: the extent of marketing to funders; 

the nature of the agency problems in each type of nonprofit; exploratory research into 

commercial nonprofit marketing; research into marketing to fûnders by charities and the 

multiplier effect of nonprofits on the economy. 



8.1.1 Research into the impact of Agency problems in each type 

in researching marketing in nonprofits, necessarily the researcher is investigating agency 

problems. Agency problems are part of the given with nonprofits. Handling them is the 

daily fare for nonprofit managers. Yet very Little is understood about the parameters of 

the specific issues that occupy each type of nonprofit and what constitutes best practice. 

Most nonprofit managers rely on business literature to supply some of these answers. For 

reasons outlined elsewhere in this documen~ research which developed practice targeted 

at nonprofits would aid the manager not only with necessary information but also with 

validation for what is a very difficult role. 

8.12 Exploratory Research into Commercial Nonprofit Marketing 

The poor response rate fiom commercial nonprofits leaves a gap which stili needs to be 

filled. hvestigahons into the type of marketing used by commercial nonprofits and the 

dividends and costs of that effort would help these organizations to weigh within a 

theoretical hnework  the likely impact of marketing. These organizations seil important 

senices to the population but do not yet have any way to estimate the impact of "success" 

or "failure". These organizations are in flux because of reductions in their fûnding and 

public discontent with their service delivery. An empirical a s  opposed to a political 

investigation of these issues would permit some much needed light on these issues. 



8.13 Research into Marketing to Funders by Charities 

As broached elsewhere in this document, the study outlined the reasons why charities do 

not and should not market to end-users. However charities routinely market to funders. 

This activity affects every community in terms of "donor fatigue", the credibility of 

funding agencies such as the United Way and municipal and provincial govemments, and 

most importantly, the provision of social services to the needy. Understanding the 

broader implications of the dynamic forces in play will permit an informed policy debate 

conceming exactiy how certain seMces are h d e d  and by whom. In addition, the 

relationship, if any berneen the extent to which program changes are made to corûonn to 

funden' expectations would dlow an examination of the extent to which these nonprofits 

are providing services desired by the broader community. Currentiy, nonprofit managers 

of charities exist in a vacuum, assured on the one hand that the seMces are essential yet 

constantiy coping with threats to h d i n g  levels. Without such information, not only will 

necessary decisions be put off, those that are made will inevitably be geared to short-tenn 

solutions at the cost of long-term charity relief efforts. 

8.1.4 The Multiplier Effeet of Nonprofits on the Economy 

The value of nonprofit enterprise is unrecognized in the Gross Domestic Product. The 

work of universities, food banks and libraries might as well not happen were this index 

the only one consulted. The problem is sketched out in Gassler's (1986) theory of the 

economics of nonprofit enterprise but not taken to its logical conclusion: that valuing 

nonprofit activity would have a revolutionary effect on economic theory because it would 



require that techniques be developed to evaluate the outcomes of these organi;rations. 

Further, the exact way in those outcomes are utilized as inputs into businesses and 

govemments and the equations that express these relationships has yet to be undertaken. 

A fïrst step in this project is a midy of the differential impact of nonprofit activity on the 

economy in times of growth and times of contraction - what the current researcher has 

c d e d  the multiplier effect. This needs to be understood if better, more grounded 

approaches to nonprofit activity are to be undertaken. 
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TABLE 1 
D E S c F m m v E  S r A m C s  - SCORES Oh' MARKnINC SCALE 

BY TYPE OF NONPROFiT 

Minimum 

c~mmacir l  M a a  
m d  

87.1667 23990 
Mcdim 86.0000 

5.7500 
S l r w c r s  243 -637 
K<rrrosis 1.129 1232 

a d  M a n  86.6667 3.1269 

86.0000 



TABLE 2 
EXTREm VALUES ON MARKErmG SCUE BY 

TWE OF NON PRO FI^ 



TABLE 3 

TOTAL VARIANCE EXPLUNED - MARKETING FACTORS 

Exmuion Sums of Squared 
iniàal Eigcnvaiuts Loadings 

% of Cumulaavt %of Cumulative 
Cornpouait Total Varima % Total Variance VO 
I 7.334 23.657 23.657 7.334 23.657 23.657 
1 - 2.546 8.212 31.869 2.546 8312 31.869 
3 1.791 5.778 37.647 1.791 5,778 37.647 
4 1.611 5.197 42.845 1.611 5.197 42.845 
5 1-518 4.896 47.741 1.518 4.896 47.74 1 
6 1.406 4.536 52.277 1.406 4.536 52.277 
7 1.321 4.260 56.536 1,321 4.260 56.536 
8 1.254 4.046 60.583 1.254 4.046 60.583 
9 1.102 3.555 64.137 1.102 3.555 64.137 

Extraction Method: Prinupd Component Analysis. 

FIGURE 1 

S m  P L m  OF MARK€TING FACTORS 

Component Nurnber 



TABLE 4 

initial Extraction 
MARKET1 





TABLE 7 

DIRECTIONAL MEASURES - NEEDS AWARENESS BY FEE 

type Sig. 
donattve munial Orduial by Ordinal Somers' Svcaic -A96 -102 -1.930 -054 

Factor 

mdmt -049 -149 .328 .743 
FEE 

mdcn' -046 -142 .328 ,743 
commemai Ordinal by Ordinal SOmers* Svcbic -315 209 1.423 -155 

.412 .269 1.423 -155 
FEE 

Depmdcnt 255 -179 1.423 -155 
cornmerciai Ordinal by Ordinal somc'S' Symmchc -.733 -243 -3.012 -003 
tnmprmeurial d N& 

Awareness 
Factor 

mdc"' -.733 -243 -3.012 -003 
FEE 



TABLE 8 

TE!SFj OF NORMALMY - DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

tYPc Statistic d f  Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
donarive mutuai 283 45 -000 -630 45 .01P 

commercial 

commercial 

donative 

c-rr"e~d 218 32 .O00 .782 32 .01P 
commercial 
muaial -413 11 -000 ,607 11 .01P 

comrncrcial 

enmccneun* -322 6 .O52 -662 6 .01W 
Needs donativemucd -132 45 .O48 .976 45 -616 

Awarrness donative 
Factor 

.108 32 . 2 W  .965 32 -459 
commercial 

commercial 

numbcrof donativemutuai ,229 45 .O00 .889 45 .01P 
funding donative 
SOUTCÉS e"wrrne~d 245 32 .O00 .860 32 .01P 

commercial 
mutuai ,240 11 .O76 .896 11 -223 
commercial 

e"~mcuna '  -333 6 .O36 .819 6 .O91 

fais is an uppcr b~irnd  ofttw me sipifi- 



TABLE 9 

SKEWNESS AND KURTOSIS OF PREDICTOR 
VARIABLES FOR FIRST RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

Std. Std. 
Statistic Scatistic h r  Staristic Emr 

94 -.681 249 -1.310 -493 
GRANT 94 -809 249 -1.104 -493 
Neds 
Awamas 
Factor 95 -163 -247 358 -490 

board h m  
dues-paying 

TABLE 10 

TEST OF HOMOGENEITY OF 
VARIANCE 

- - 

Levene 
Staristic dfl df2 Sig. 

Nec& 
Awarrness 
Factor -189 3 90 -904 
GRANT 

FEE 1.762 3 90 -160 

board h m  
dues-pay ing 

memkrs 1.437 3 90 .237 
nwnbcr of 
funding 



TABLE 11 

BOX TEST OF 
EQUALnr OF 
COVARIANCE 

MATRICES - 
83.311 

F 2.406 
dfi 45 

1221 
Sig. *Ml 

TABLE 12 

MULTIVARIATE TEST RESULTS - PREDICTOR VARïABLES 

Hypothesis Eta Nonant Okrved 
Value F d f Gror df Sig. Squarcd Paramcm Powera 

m a l s  
ûace 1,019 6.318 21.000 258.000 .O00 -340 132.688 1.000 

Wilks' 
lambda 205 8.486 21.000 241.753 -000 -411 168.390 1.000 
tiotclf ing's 
uace 2.858 11.252 21.000 248.000 .W0 .488 236.291 1.000 

Roy's 

'qmroot 2.484 30.51%' 7.000 86.000 -000 -713 213.618 1.000 

Cornpicd using aipha = .O5 



TABLE 13A 

POST HOC COMPARISONS - FIRST RYPOTHESIS VARIABLES 

95% Confidena Inmai  
Mcan 

Dtpcndtnt D i f f m c e  Stb UPP 
Variable O type (r)  tVpc 0-r) Enor Sig. Lowcr Bound Bound 
board from d o n m e  mutual doname 
ducs-pay ing mt~meUC'd -1.8958 -318 .O00 -2.7801 -1.0115 
rncmbers commercial 

muhial -2121 -462 -997 -1.0278 1.4520 

-2.8788 .697 .O31 -5.5037 -2539 
commercial 2.6667 .597 -052 -2.7270E-02 5.3606 
cntrrprcncurial donative 

mm'c"cu"a' -7708 .611 .901 -1.8733 3.4150 

Based on obseiyed means. The error term is Error. 



TABLE 13B 
POST HOC COMPMUSONS - F1RST H Y P O T W i S  V.ARlABLES 

Mcan Diffaaia Std up~a 

cntrrprrneunol -1.2188 -465 -220 -2.9945 -5570 
COInmerrial 
m d  -1.0000 -530 -520 -28523 .8523 

B a d  on obsaved means. The crror tam is Error. 



TABLE 13C 

commercial 

commercial 

GRANT donativemutuai domrive 

m d  -3.7045 11.482 .992 -22.1564 14.7473 

B d  on observeci rntuis. The aror tam is Error. 



TABLE 14 

TESTS OF NORMALITY - DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

W Saitistic d f  Sig. Statistic df Sig. 
FEE doigtivemiaral 283 45 .ûûû .630 45 .olw 

dorrative 

-ma 249 32 .000 -688 32 .01W' 

cunarrcial 

300 6 -097 -851 6 -198 
GRANT doigtivemnd 321 45 .O00 536 45 .Ol(rc" 

numbtrof danativemmiaI 229 45 .Wû .889 45 .01P - doriative 
sources 

245 32 .Wû ,860 32 .01P* 



TABLE 15 

F Appmx 1.898 
dfl 30 
df2 1309.294 
Sig. -002 

Tests n d  hypothcsis of cquai 
popdation covariance matrices. 

TABLE 16 

LEVENE TEST OF EQUALïW OF 
ERROR VARIANCE% 

FEE 1362 3 90 .16û 

GRAM 4373 3 m m3 
bord h m  

d-9- 

1.437 3 90 237 
mmiba of 
fd i ig  
$0- -999 3 90 397 

TABLE 17 

LOG DETERMINANTS 

rypC Rank ikcminant 
donanve mutual 4 10.054 

The r?nks and Ilamrd Io@thms of 
- dctcrminants printed u t  those of the 

gmup cov&cc matrices. 



TABLE 18 

CLASSIFICATION RESULTS - NONPROFIT T Y P E F  

R t d i d  Gmup Membcrship 

commercial 

commercial 

donativc 
aimprrned 1 25 3 3 32 

m d  5 O 6 1 12 
commercial 
cntrepreneunal 1 O O 5 6 

YO donative mutuai 57.8 4.4 24.4 13.3 100.0 
donativc 

commercial 
m u d  41.7 .O 50.0 8.3 100.0 
commercial 
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APPENDIX B 

Nonprofit Marketing Survev 

You and your oreanization 
The following few questions are designed to let us understand you and your organbtion 
better . 

1. The name of our o r g d t i o n  is: 

2. Our organizahon is (please select one): 
Unincorporated Nonprofit 
Registered Incorporated Nonprofit 
Registered Incorporated Charitable Organization 
Other (please i d e n e )  

3. My position in the organkation is: 

4. Our mission and mandate is: 

(If you prefer, enclose a copy of your mission and mandate). 

Nonprofit Constituencies 
Nonprofit organkations usudy have a number of comtituencies - groups whom they 
serve or for whom they provide services. These constituencies can include govemment 
departments or individuals and go by a variety of names, for instance client or member. 
Typically each nonprofit uses particdar names to refer to its coflstituents. The list below 
gives some examples. 

clients/customers/patients 
donors, patrons, members, students 
volullteers 

- - -  

goveniment departments 
professionals (teachers, doctors, social workers etc.) 
~rovincial oreanizatiodaffiliates 



Yonr Constituents 
This question asks you e t  to identify ail comtituencies that are served by you. 
Second, it asks you to check if they are primary constituents - people for whom you 
develop programs and services or secondary constituents - people who fund these 
services or whom you consider to have a special interest, beyond that of the generai 
public, in seeing the services delivered. 

How Your Orpanization is Controïied 
The next set of questions ask you about the sources of control in your organintion. In 

Names of Constituents whom you Serve 

- - 

each case, you are asked to indicate how strongly you agree wirh the natement, by 
circling the appropriate number. 

Strongiy Agree Strongky Disagree 
1 .  The board of directors of ou. 
organitation is selected oniy 1 2 3 4 5 
fiom the primary consti~ents 

Primary 

2. ïhe  board of airectors of our 
organilation is setected only 
f%om dues-paying members. 

Secondary 

3. ïhe  board of directors of our 
organization is selected only 
fiom the community at large. 

4. The board of directors of our 
organization is selected partiy 
h m  the membership and partly 
fiom the communiry at large. 

5. The &y-to-day management of our 
organization is handled by a fûll-tirne, 
saiaried manager. 



Sources of Funding 
Nonprofits must usually fûnd their programs and services fiom a variety of sources. This 
question asks you to check off in the first column ali the sources of income utilized by 
your organizition and in the second, to estimate what percent of the total fiuids is 
supplied by each source. Lastly, you are asked to estimate in the third colurnn, the 
percent of funding supplied by these sources f i e  years ago. 

1 Source of Funding 1 Utiiized by 1 Percent of Total 1 Percent 5 Years 1 

Corporate Donations 
Fees for Products and S d c e s  
Foundations 
F undrais ing 
Funds fFom Head Office 
Govemment Contracts 
Govemment Contributions 

Beq uests 

1 Govemment Grants 
1 I 1 

I I 1 I 

You 

Oi.ganizationa1 Change 
The next questions ask you about changes your organization may have expenenced over 
the past five years. As before, please indicate how stcongiy you agree with the statement 
by circling the number which most closely reflects your opinion. 

L 

Membership Fees 
other (Est) 

1. Over the pas  five years, 
the characteristics of our primaty 
constituents have become more similar. 

Now 

1 

2. Over the past five years, 
the characteristics of our primary 
constituents have stayed the same. 

Ag0 

3 .  Over the past five years, 
- 

our organization has been able to meet 
the actual needs of our primary constituents. 

Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree 

5 



Strongly Agree Strongiy Disagree 

4. in the past five years, our programs and 1 2 3 4 5 
seMces have changed to suit the 
requirements of fundmg sources. 

5. in the past five years, the type of constituents I 2 3 4 5 
we serve has changed to suit the requirements 
of funding sources. 

6. In the past five years, our focus and mission 1 
bas changed to suit the availability 
of fiinding sources. 

7. in the past five years, the autonomy 1 
of our organkatïon fias changed in response 
to the need to adapt to fiindimg sources. 

Your Owanization and Your Constituents 
The last set of questions ask you about the way your organization responds to your 
primary constituents. As before, piease circle the number which shows how strongly 
you agree or disagree with the statement. 

Strongly Agree Strongly Disagree 

1. Our organimtion has cornpetitors 
which offer similar programs and services. 

2. in our organuation we consult with primary 
consûtuents at least once a year to find out what 
programs and services they will need in the future. 

3. We survey constituents at least once a year to 
assess the suality of our programs and services. 

4. Individuais involved in our programdservices 
interact directiy with our constituents to Iearn 
how to serve them better. 

5. in our organization we do a lot of 
fomal in-house market research. 

6. We are slow to detect changes in our 
constituents ' program/service preferences. 

7. We often talk with or survey those who 
cari influence our constituents' choices. 

8. We collect induiry information through 
informal means (e.g. lunch with friends in 

similar organizations). 



9. We are slow to detecî fiindament. shifts in the 1 
environment for our o r g a . o n s  (e-g. cornpetition, 
regulations, demographics, technology ). 

10. We periodically review the iikely effect 1 
of changes in our service environment 
(e.g. regulation) on constituents. 

1 1. At least once a quater, we meet to discuss 1 
market trends and development.. 

12. We integrate marketing and program 1 
development issues when discussing 
~0dtUents '  future needs. 

1 3. We periodicaily circulate documents 1 
(e-g . reports, newsletîers) intemally that 
provide information on our constituents. 

14. When something important happens to a major 1 
constituency or market, everybody in the organization 
knows about it in a short period- 

15. Data on constituents' satisf)action are 1 
disseminated at ail levels in the organization 
on a regular basis. 

16. There is minimal interaction between marketing 1 
and progradservice delivery concerning 
market devetopments. 

17. Key personnel (or departments) in our 1 
organizaîion are slow to alert other key persons 
or departments when they find out something 
important about cornpetitors- 

18. It takes us forever to decide how to respond 1 
to our cornpetitors' service changes. 

19. Rinciples of market segmentation drive 1 
new service development efforts in this organization. 

20. For one reason or another, we tend to ignore 1 
changes in our constituents' program or service needs. 

2 1. We periodically review our progradservice 1 
development efforts to ensure that they are 
in line with what our constituents want. 

Strongiy Disagree 

4 5 



22. Our business plans are driven more by the 
avaiiability of resources than market research. 

23. Several departments or facets of our 
organi7ah'on get together periodically to plan 
a response to changes mking piace in our 
service environment. 

24. The programdservices we offer depend more 
on internai politics than r d  market needs. 

25. if a major cornpetitor were to launch an 
intensive campaign targeted at our constituents, 
we would irnplement a response immediately. 

26. The activities of the different departments 
or key personnel in this organization are well 
co-ordinated. 

27. Constinients' cornplaints fidl on 1 
deaf ears in this organization. 

28. Even if we came up with a great marketing plan, 1 
we probably would not be able 
to implement it in a tirnely fashion. 

29. We are quick to respond to significant 1 
changes in our cornpetitors' service structure. 

30. When we find out that our constituents 1 
are unhappy with the quality of our service, 
we take corrective action immediately. 

3 1. When we find that our constïîuents would 1 
tike us to modify a program or a service, 
the deparaneno or people involved 
make concerted efforts to do so. 

Strongly Disagree 

4 5 



APPENDIX C 
Unsolicited Comments Provided by Respondents to Marketing Questions1 

Question I. Our organiuuion has competitors which ofer similm program und services. 
-disagree with terminology 
-negative to view nonprofit sector as having competitors 
-they are coileagues 
-not in cornpetition 
-language? 

Question 2. In our orgmization we consuZr with primary co12stirtient.s ut leasr once a 
year to find our whuî program and services they wiZZ need in the future. 

-we shouid! 

Question I I .  At Zeast once a qumter, we meet to discuss markt pends and deveiopments. 
-as we define that term 

Question 12. We integraie marketing and program development issues when dismsing 
conrtiîuenfs 'future needr. 

-not applicable 
-there is no marketing 
-we have too many clients without marketing 

Question 19. Principles of market segmentation drnte new service development efforts in 
th3 organization. 

-not applicable 

Question 22. Our business plans are d-iven more by the mailability ofresources than 
market research. 

-we have been fortunate so far 

Question 25. I fa major cornpetitor were to launch an intensive campaign targeted at our 
co11stituents. we would implement a response immediuteZy. 

-oh corne on 

Question 30. When we find out that o w  constituents me unhappy with the quality of ow 
service, we take corrective action immediately. 

-8 legitimate - 

Question 31. When we find thot our comtiîuents would like us IO modzfi a program or a 
service, the depwtments or people iwolved muke concerted eforts ro do so. 

' Respondents comments are in bold 



Responses to the set of Ouestions 

questions bizarre 
- do you really think we are going to tell you we are not servimg oar clients? 
-most shape creative solutions h m  funding ümitations and need of community 

-anything else totaiIy incompetent 
-try rewriting this without the business Iuigo 
-community training program is customer and needs driven 
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